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NOnCE 

The procedures set forth In this document are Intended ~ty for the guidance of the u.s. EPA 
They are not intended, and cannot be relied co, to create rights, substantlve or procedural, enforceable 
by any party in litigation with the United States government. The U.S. EPA reserves its right to act at 
variance with this guidance and to change it at any time without public notice. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO UST PENAL TV GUIDANCE 

This document provides guidance to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Regional 
Offices on calculating civil penalties against owner/operators of underground storage tanks (USTs) who 
are in violation of the UST technical standards and financial responsibility regulations. The 
methodology described In this guidance seeks to ensure that UST cMI penalties, which can be as high 
as $1 0;000 for each tank for each day of. violation, are assessed in a fair and consistent manner, and 
that such penalties serve to deter potential violators and assist in achieving compliance. 

This penalty document is part of a series of enforcement documents which Includes: (1) the 
Agency's UST/LUST Enforcement Procedures Guidance Manual (OSWER Directive 9610.11, July 1990), 
which provides guidance to U.S. EPA Regional personnel on taking enforcement actions against 
violations of the UST technical requirements; and (2) the draft "Interim Enforcement Response Strategy 
for Violations of UST Financial Responsibility Requirements, • which provides guidance on taking 
enforcement actions against violations of the financial responsibility requirements. Although these 
enforcement documents are intended primarily for U.S. EPA Regional enforcement staff, State and local 
UST implementing agencies may find it useful to adapt some of the concepts and methodologies for 
their own UST enforcement programs. 

This chapter briefly describes the U.S. EPA's authorities for taking enforcement action and 
assessing civil penalties. It also provides an overview of the enforcement actions that may be taken in 
response to UST violations, and indicates how the assessment of penalties fits Into the enforcement 
framework. 

, 1.1 U.S. EPA PENAL TV AUTHORITY 

The U.S. EPA's authority for assessing civil penalties for violations of UST requirements is 
provided by Subtitle I of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Under the Hazardous 
and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984, Congress added Subtitle I to RCRA in response to the growing 
environmental and health problems created by releases from USTs. The statutory framework for the 
national UST program is set forth in Sections 9002 through 9004 of Subtitle I. 

Under Section 9006 of Subtitle I, EPA is authorized to take enforcement actions and assess 
penalties against violators of requirements promulgated under Subtitle I, including technical standards 
and financial responsibility requirements.1 In particular, Section 9006(a) provides the authority to issue 
administrative orders requiring compliance within a reasonable specified time period. All such orders 
will be processed within the Agency according to the Consolidated Rules of Practice (CROP).2 

Pursuant to Section 9006(d), a Section 9006 compliance order may assess a civil penalty, provided that 
the penalty does not exceed $10,000 for each tank for each day of violation of the technical standards 

1 These are contained in two separate rules: the UST T~hnical Standards. Rule, 40 CFR Part 280, 
Subparts A through G (promulgated September 23, 1988} and the UST Financial Responsibility Rule, 
40 CFR Part 280, Subpart H (promulgated October 26, 1988}. 

2 40 CFR Part 22, "The Consolidated Rules of Practice Governing the Administrative Assessment of 
Civil Penalties and the Revocation or Suspension of Permits. • The CROP was extended to cover 
administrative enforcement actions under Section 9006 (see 53 FA 5373, February 24, 1988}. 
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and financial responsibility rules. 3 This document presents guidance for determining the appropriate 
civil penalty amount for an administrative complaint and order, and diSCI asses use of penalties in field 
citations. 

In addition to administrative enforcement actions, EPA may Initiate judicial enforcement actions 
under Section 9006 to compel compliance with Subtitle l's statutory and regulatory requirements. EPA's 
judicial enforcement actions are processed through Federal courts and are reseNed for violations of 
administrative orders. Under such actions, EPA Is authorized to seek judicial penalties of up to $25,000 
for each day of continued noncompliance with an administrative order issued under Section 9006 or a 
corrective action order issued under Section 9003. In these cases, Agency personnel should seek the 
maximum penalty.4 · 

1.2 OVERVIEW OF THE UST ENFORCEMENT PROCESS 

The UST/LUST Enforcement Procedures Guidance Manual (OSWER Directive 9610.11, July 1990) 
describes the range of enforcement actions that may be taken in response to an UST violation. These 
enforcement options vary from initial responses, such as warning letters or notices of violation (NOVs), 
which encourage compliance, to more stringent actions, such as administrative orders and judicial 
injunctions, which compel compliance and, if appropriate, penalize violators. Exhibit 1 presents the 
various enforcement actions that may be taken once a violation of an UST requirement is identified. In 
general, enforcement personnel will take the least costly enforcement action that appears necessary to 
achieve compliance and create a strong deterrent, and will escalate the severity of the enforcement 
response if the initial action fails. 

As shown in Exhibit 1 ;: there are two approaches to taking enforcement actions. Under the 
,raditional" approach, enforcement personnel may initially respond to a discovered violation by issuing 
a warning letter or NOV to inform the owner/operator of the violation, explain what actions need to be 
taken, and indicate possible consequences if the owner/operator fails to achieve compliance. If 
necessary, enforcement personnel may then meet with the owner/operator to negotiate an agreed-upon 

. course of action for the owner/operator to follow to achieve compliance. However, for recalcitrant 
violators, o~ where violations pose a ·threat to human health and the environment, enforcement 
personnel will typically issue administrative complaints or take judicial action. To provide a deterrent 
effect, an administrative complaint may include an initial penalty target figure. Upon receipt of the 
complaint, a violator may pay the penalty specified, request an informal settlement conference, and/or 
request an administrative hearing. Regardless of the violator's response, the outcome generally will be 
a final penalty that the violator must pay or else face judicial prosecution. Exhibit 1 shows where the 
target and final penalties appear in the enforcement process. 

As an alternative to the traditional approach, enforcement personnel may initiate an enforcement 
response using field citations (see Chapter 5). Field citations, similar to traffic tickets, are modified 
compliance orders issued by inspectors on-site at a facility when violations are discovered. However, 
the use of field citations is generally limited to first-time violators when compliance is expected and 
when the violation does not pose an immediate threat to human health and the environment. A typical 

3 This $10,000 limit also applies to violations of the Interim Prohibition provisions and any 
requirement of an approved State program. For violations of the May 1985 (statutory) notification 
requirements, the penalty may not exceed $10,000 for each tank. 

4 This guidance is in no way imended to limit the penalty amounts sought in civil judicial actions. 
In settling judicial cases, however, the Agency may use the narrative penalty assessment criteria set 
fonh in this guidance to determine or justify the penalty amount that the Agency agrees to accept in 
settlement. 
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Exhibit 1 
Overview of Enforcement Response Options 
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field citation will not onJy require that the violator take actions to achieve compliance, but will also 
assess a pre-established, non-negotiable penalty. This penally is usually fairty low (e.g., $1 00) to 
encourage prompt payment and response. In paying the citation penalty, the violator gives up the right 
to appeal and consents to the requirements specffied; thus, the citation Is anaJogous to the final penalty 
that results from settlement negotiations. This alternative path to arriving at a penalty Is also shown in 
Exhibit 1. If the owner/operator fails to respond to the field citation, enforcement personnel may resort 
to enforcement actions under the traditional approach or may initiate judicial actions. 

Under the UST program's franchise approach, States will undertake most of the enforcement 
actions. However, In certain cases (e.g., where an owner/operator Is particularty recalcitrant or the State 
lacks sumcient enforcement authority), Federal assistance may be needed. In such cases, the Regional 
office may omit lnitJal, informal responses and proceed directly with administrative or judlciaJ actions. 
However, U.S. EPA enforcement also may be needed at the t;>eglnnlng ol an enforcement case In 
certain circumstances (e.g., in States without active enforcement programs or on Indian lands). In 
such cases, Regional enforcement personnel may begin with either the traditional responses or may 
determine that it Is appropriate to use field citations. 

1.3 UST PENALTY ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK 

This document provides guidance on calculating penalties to be used in the administrative 
enforcement actions described above. Consistent with the U.S. EPA's Policy on Civil Penalties, 
penalties assessed under this methodology are intended to achieve the following goals:5 

• Encourage timely resolution of environmental problems; 

• Support fair and equitable treatment of the regulated community; and 

• Deter potential violators from future violations. 

Exhibit 2 provides an overview· of ttie major components used to set penalties at levels that will achieve 
these goats. Specifically, to deter the violator from repeating the violation and to deter other potential 
violators from failing to comply, the penatty must place the violator In a worse position economically 
than if he or she had complied on time. Such deterrence is achieved by: 

(1) Removing any significant economic benefit that the violator may have gained from 
noncompliance (the •economic benefit componen~"); and 

(2) Charging an additional amount, based on the specific violation and circumstances of the 
case, to penalize the violator for not obeying the law (the •gravity-based component"). 

The procedures for determining the economic benefit component and gravity-based component are 
discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively. Furthermore, to support fair and equitable treatment of the 
regulated community, the penatty must allow for adjustments to take into account legitimate differences 
between similar cases. Thus, under this methodology, the gravity-based component incorporates 
adjuStments that reft~ the specific circumstances of the violation, the violator's background and 
actions, and the environmental threat posed by the situation. 

s The "EPA Policy on Civil Penatties• (EPA General Enforcement Policy #GM-21, February 1984) 
and the "Framework for Statute-Specific Approaches to Penalty Assessment" (EPA General 
Enforcement Policy #GM-22, February 1984) establish a consistent Agency-wide approach to the 
assessment of civil penalties. 
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Exhibit 2 

Process for Assessing UST Civil Penalties · 
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The sum of the economic benefit component and the gravity-based component yields the initial 
penalty target figure that is assessed in the administrative compbdnt 8 For each case that involves 
more than one violation, the Regional case team wHI need to decide on the number of counts 
addressed in the complaint Each count should be accompanjed by an appropriate penalty calculation, 
and the sum of these penalties will be the initial penalty target figure assessed in the compbdnt. Once 
a comptaint is Issued, the Agency may enter into settlement negotiations wtth the owner/operator to 
encourage timely resolution of the violation. Such negotiations provide the owner/operator with the 
opportunity to present evidence to support downward adjustments In the penalty. The process of 
adjusting the penalty during settlement negotiations is addressed in Chapter 4. The outcome of such 
negotiations will be the final penalty. 

For specific types of cases, enforcement personnel may issue ftek1 citations, which assess 
penalties while encouraging a swift retum to compliance wtthout a drawri-out appeals process. The use 
of field Citations to assess penalties is addressed in Chapter 5. 

6 However, it should be remembered that the sum of the gravity-based component plus the 
economic benefit component cannot be greater than the statutory maximum of $10,000 for each tank 
for each day of violation of the technical standards and financial responsibility regulations. 
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CHAPTER 2. DETERMINING THE ECONOMIC BENEFIT COMPONENT 

As explained In the preceding chapter, to ensure that the penaJly deters.potential violators, the 
Initial penalty target figure assessed in the complaint must Include two fundamental components: 

• Economic Benefit Componem, which removes any significant profit from 
noncompliance; and 

• Gravfty-Based Component, which Imposes an assessment to penalize current 
and/or past noncompliance. 

This chapter discusses the process for determining the economic benefit component. The gravity
b8sed component Is discussed in Chapter 3. 

2.1 DEFINinON OF ECONOMIC BENEFIT COMPONENT 

The economic benefit component represents th~ economic ·advantage that a violator has gained 
by defaying capital and/or non-depreciable costs and by avoiding operational and maintenance costs 
associated with compliance. 7 The totaJ economic bend component is based on the benefrt from two 
sources: {1) avoided costs; and (2) delayed costs. All penalties assessed must include the full 
economic benefrt unless the_~benefrt is determined to be "incidental,' i.e., less than $100. 

Economic Benefit Component = Avoided Coat• + Delayed Coa. 

Avoided coata are the periodic, operation and maintenance expenditures that should have been 
incurred, but were not. 

Delayed com are the expenditures that have been deferred by the violation, but will be incurred 
to achieve compliance. 

The Agency-wide penalty policy frescribes the use of two methods for calculating a violator's 
economic benefit from noncompliance: (1) the rule-of-thumb approach; and (2) the software program 

7 This policy does not outline a methodology for the recovery, as a measure of economic benefit, 
of profits proximately attributable to illegal or non-compliant activities. Because the Federal UST 
regulations do not include a permitting process, the Agency is not presently aware of situations where 
such profrts would be realized, or where we would expect to seek recovery of such profits as a 
measure of economic benefit in the Federal UST program. Should EPA determine that the recovery of 
such profits is appropriate in a particular case, the Agency will calculate such profits in a manner 
consistent with the RCRA Civil Penalty Policy (October 1990). 

8 Revised guidelines for calculating the economic benefit from noncompliance are incorporated 
into a memorandum from Courtney Price (Assistant Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance 
Monitoring) entitled, •Guidance for Calclliating the Economic Benefit of Noncompliance for a Civil 
Penalty Assessment• (November 5, 1984). 
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called BEN. 9 The rule-of-thumb approach (described in the sections that follow) should be used tor 
making an initial estlmate of the economic benefit of noncompUance. If the initial estimate is less than 
$10,000, th.!t. rule-of-thumb calculation may be used as a basis tor the economic benefit assessed In the 
penalty. If, however, the estimate indicates that the economic benefit Is greater than $10,000, the BEN 
model should be used. The BEN model should aJso be used If the violator rejects the rule-of-thumb 
caJculation. 

The BEN model, which is accessible by computer from anywhere in the country, uses a financtal 
analysis technique known as "discounting" to detennine the net present value ot economic gains from 
noncompliance. BEN detennines the economic benefit tor an Individual violator based on 12 spectfic 
factors, or inputs, including the violator's initial capital investment, nondepreciable expenditures, and 
operation and maintenance costs. For some Inputs, such as income tax rate, annual inflation rate, and 
discount rate, BEN will provide standard values If the user does not have actual figures. This use ot 
standard values allows for national consistency In determining economic benefit. Because the ma;ority 
of UST violations will be associated with an economic benefit of less than $10,000, the rule-of-thumb 
approach will be used in most cases. 

The procedures for calculatinQ the economic benefit of noncompliance using the rule-of-thumb 
approach are described below. Because of the fundamental differences between avoided and delayed 
costs, the process for detennining the economic benefit component will depend on the type of cost 
involved. The sections that follow describe methods for calculating each type of cost. 

2.2 AVOIDED COSTS 

Avoided costs are the .operation and maintenance expenditures that are averted by the violator's 
failure to comply. These are ·considered to be avoided because they will never be incurred even If the 
violator comes into compliance. For example, a violator who has failed to maintain product inventory 
records in the past never will have to make up for the costs saved, even if he is directed to start 
maintaining inventory records now. Other examples of avoided costs include: (1) failure to conduct a 
required periodic test; (2) failure to obtain financial assurance by the . phase-in date; and (3) failure to '.t 

conduct periodic maintenance of equipment. The violator's benefit from avoided costs is generally 
expressed as the avoided expenditures pfus the interest potentially earned on the money not spent. 

Avoided = 
Costs 

Avoided + 
Expenditures 

DETERMINING AVOIDED COSTS 

Avoided X Interest X 
Expenditures 

365 Days 

Number 
of Days 

Avoided Expenditures are estimated using local, comparable costs. 

X (1 - Marginal) 
Tax Rate 

Interest is the equity discount rate provided in the BEN model (currently 18.1 percent). 

Number of Days is from the date of noncompliance to the date of compliance. 

365 Days is the number of days in a year. 

Marginal Tax Rate is based on corporate tax rates or financial responsibility compliance class. 

9 For information, contact the BEN/ABEL Coordinator in the Office of Enforcement at the U.S. EPA 
Headquarters by phoning (202) 475-6777 or FTS 475-6777. 
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To detennine the value m the interest, compounded annuaJiy, the equity discount rate should be 
used. This represents the risk ..free rate cr -bll~ plus the cost of financing for pollution control equipment. 
This rate can be obtained by calling the EPA Office of Enforcement or by accessing the BEN computer 
model. 10 As of the beginning m FY91, the equtty discount rate was 18.1 percent. When used in the 
formula. this number should be expressed as a decimal and not a percentage (e.g., 0.181, instead of 
18.1%). 

The marginal tax rate (MTR) used in calculating the avoided costs will vary depending on the size 
of the business. Exhibit 3 provides a Ust of approprtate tax rates baaed on the facility or company's 
taxable Income. As with the interest rate, this nUmber should be expressed as a decimaJ, not a 
percentage (e.g., 0.15 instead m 15%). To detennine the taxable Income, enforcement staff should 
contact EPA's -National Enforcement Investigations Center (NEJC) to determine whether the business in 
violation is listed in the Dun and Bradsbeet Business Information Report data base.11 The data base 
provides information on the annuaJ incomes of a large number m companies across the coumry, 
including the smaller, "Mom and PoP" businesses. Although most ol the Incomes listed in the data base 
are those reported to Dun and Bradstreet, the data base also includes some estimated incomes for 
companies that have not reported. 

If information on annual income cannot be obtained from NEIC, enforcement staff may use the 
company's financial responsibility compliance cfasS as a basis for determining the appropriate marginal 
tax rate, as follows: -

MARGINAL TAX RATES BASED ON FINANCIAL RESPONSIBIUTY COMPUANCE CLASS 

Compll•nce Cia .. • 
FR Classes 1 & 2 
FR Class 3 

. FR Class 4 

· Tax Rate 
0.34 (34%) 
0.25 (25%) 
0.15 (15%) 

• Compliance class is determined as follows: Class 1 - large petroleum marketing firms with 
1,000 or more USTs or any firm with net worth over $20 million; Class 2 - large and medium-sized 
petroleum marketing firms with 100 to 999 USTs; Class 3 - smaller petroleum marketing firms with 
13 to 99 USTs; and Class 4- very sniall marketing firms with 1 to 12 USTs or less than 100 USTs 
at one site, all other firms with net worth of less than $20 million, and municipalities. 

In the absence of specific information on the violator's FR compliance class, enforcement staff should 
assume that the violator is in FR Class 4 (which will result in the highest penalty). 

10 To obtain the equity discount rate from the Office of Enforcement, or to access BEN, call the 
BEN/ABEL coordinator at (202) 475-6777 or FTS 475-6n7. 

11 For information from the Dun and Bradstreet data base call NEIC at (303) 236-3219 or FTS 
e-n6-3219. Using information on the violator's name and location (city and State), NEIC staff can 
search the data base for information on the company's annual income. 
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Exhibit 3 
Applicable Tax Rates for Determining Avoided Costs 

MARGINAL TAX RATE BASED ON FEDERAL CORPORATE TAX RATES 
(from 1989 U.S. Master Tax Guide): 

Taxable IDc:ome Oftl" Not Oft!' Tu rate 

so $50,000 15% 
sso,ooo $75,000 25% 
$75,000 $100,000 34% 
$100,000 $335,000 39%. 
$335,000 34% . 

• An additional 5% tax is applied to income between $100,000 and $335,000 
to phase out the benefits of the graduated rates in that income range. 

The marginal taX rate is applied to each increment of income specified above (e.g., for an income of 
$75,000, 15% is applied to the first $50,000 and 25% to the next $25,000). The weighted average 
tax rates below have been calculated for each $10,000 increment in inoome to reflect the actual tax 
burden at each income l~el These values will facilitate the determination of penalty amounts by 
eliminating the need to calculate the tax burden on each increment of marginal taxable income. To 
find the weighted tax rate, round the estimated taxable income to the nearest $10,000 and use the 
tax rate indicated in the :able. 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE TAX RATES BY INCOME LEVEL•• 

Taxable Income Tax Taxable Income Tax 
not greater than Rate not greater than Rate 

$50,000 0.15 $200,000 0.31 
$60,000 0.17 $210,000 0.31 
$70,000 0.18 $220,000 0.31 
$80,000 0.19 $230,000 0.32 
$90,000 0.21 $240,000 0.32 
$100,000 0.22 $250,000 0.32 
$110,000 0.24 $260,000 0.33 
$120,000 0.25 $270,000 0.33 
$130,000 0.26 $280,000 0.33 
$140.000 0.27 $290,000 0.33 
$150,000 0.28 . $300,000 0.33 
$160,000 0.29 $310,000 0.34 
$170,000 0.29 $320,000 0.34 
$180,000 0.30 $330,000 0.34 
$190,000 0.30 ~ $340,000 0.34 

""This table includes the ·additional 5% tax applied to incomes between 
S100,000 and $335,000. 
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2.3 DELA YEO COSTS 

Delayed costs are the capital axpendttur8S and one-time non-depreciable costs that have been 
deferred because the violator failed to comply with the requirements. Examples of delayed costs 
Include: (1) failure to _Install required equipment, such as cathodic protection; and (2) failure to clean up 
a spill. These expenditures are considered onty to be delayed, and not avoided altogether, because 
the violator will eventually have to incur these costs to come into compliance. The benefit from delayed 
costs Is generally expressed as only the return on investment that could have been earned on the 
money not spent. 

DETERMINING DELAYED COSTS 

Delayed Costs • Delaved Expenditures x Interest x Number of Oavs 
\ 365 Days 

Delayed Expenditures are estimated using ~. conlparat>Je costs. 
lntere.t Is the equity discount rate used in the BEN model (currently 18.1 percent}. 

Number of Days is from the date of noncompliance to the date of compliance. 

365 Days is the number of days in a year. 

For delayed costs there is no computation of the tax rate. Although there may be a modest tax 
consequence for the violator ·because of delayed costs, this effect was deemed to be insignificant. 
Furthermore, such a tax consequence only would be incurred if the violation were to span more than 
one of the violator's tax years. · 
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CHAPTER 3. DETERMINING THE GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT 

The second component of a penally, and the one that serves to deter potentlaJ violators, Is the 
gravity-based component. The purpose of the gravity-based component Is to ensure that violators are 
economically disadvantaged relative to owner/operators of those facilities In compliance, and to penalize 
current and/or past noncompliance. The gravity-based component consists c:A four elements: 

• Matrix Value {Section a 1); 

• Violator-Specific Adjustments to the Matrix Value {Section 3.2); 

· • Environmental SensitMty Multiplier (Section 3.3); and 

• Days of Noncompliance Multiplier (Section 3.4). 

The gravity-based component Is then added to the economic benefit component to arrive at the initial 
penalty target figure assessed in the complaint 

DETERMINING THE GRAVTTY·BASED COMPONENT 

Gravity-Based = Matrix· Value x 
Component 

VIOlator-Specific 
Adjustments 

X 
Environmental 
Sensltivtty X 
·Multiplier 

Matrix Value is based on potential for harm and deviation from the requirement 

Days of 
Noncompliance 
Multiplier 

Violator-Specific Adjustments to the matrix value are based on violator's cooperation, wiilfulness, 
history of noncompliance, and other factors. 

Environmental Sensitivity Multiplier (ESM) is a value based on the environmental sensitivity 
associated with the location of the facility. 

Days of Noncompliance Multiplier (DNM) is a value based on the number of days of 
noncompliance. 

If the complaint results in settlement negotiations, certain factors used to adjust the matrix value may be 
re-assessed during negotiations to determine whether a downward adjustment in the gravity-based 
component is appropriate. In general, it is the violator's responsibility to provide evidence in support of 
redu~ing the penalty assessment during the settlement stage (see Chapter 4). 

3.1 DETERMINING THE MATRIX VALUE 

The first step in determining the gravity-based component is determining the initial matrix value. 
The matrix value is based on the following two criteria: 

• Extent of deviation from requirement - An assessment of the extent to which 
the violation deviates from the UST statutory or regulatory requirements. 
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• Actual or ootential harm • An assessment of the likelihood that the violation 
could (or did) result in harm to human health or the environment and/or has 
(or had) an adverse effect on the regulatory program. 

A matrix has been developed In which these two criteria form the axes (Exhibit 4). Three gravity 
levels apply to each of these criteria - major, moderate, and minor - and form the grid of the matrix. 
Thus, the _matrix has nine cells, each of which contains a penalty amount. The specific cell to be used 
in determining the matrix value is identified by selecting a gravity level for both factors. As a guide to 
determining the appropriate gravity level, Appendix A provides a list of selected violations of the Federal 
UST requirements and the associated deviation from the requirements and potential tor harm. 

Based on the type of violation (see Appendix A), penalties will be assessed on a per-tank basis If 
the specific requirement or violation Is clearly associated with one tank (e.g., tank upgrading). If the 
requirement addresses the entire facility (e.g., recordkeeping practices), the penalty will be assessed on 
a per-facility basis. For requirements that address piping, the unit of assessment will depend on 
whether the piping is associated with one tank or with more than one tank. Appendix A indicates the 
suggested unit of assessment for specific violations. 

3.1.1 Extent ot Deviation from Requirements 

The first factor in determining the matrix vaJue is the extent of deviation from the requirements. 
The categories for extent of deviation from the requirements are the following: 

• Major - The violator deviates from the requirements of the regulation or 
statute to such an extent that there is substantial noncompliance. An 
example is installing a bare steel tank without cathodic protection. 

• Moderate • The violator significantly deviates from the requirement of the 
regulation or staiute, but to some extent h~ implemented the requirement as 
intended. An example is installing improp6rf/ constructed cathodic 
prot~ion. 

• Minor - The violator deviates slightly from the regulatory or statutory 
requirements, but most of the requirements are met. An example is failing to 
keep every maintenance record on properly constructed cathodic protection. 

3.1.2 Potential for Harm 

The second criterion for determining the matrix value of a violation is the extent to which the 
owner/operator's actions resulted in, or were likely to result in, a situation that could cause harm to 
human health or the environment. When determining this factor, it is the potential in each situation that 
is important, not solely whether the harm has actually occurred. Violators should not be rewarded with 
lower penalties simply pecause no harm has occurred. The potential ~ of this harm, if it were to 
occur, is addressed by the environmental sensitivity multiplier, discussed in Section 3.3 <;>f this chapter. 

The potential-tor-harm factor will also be applied to violations of administrative requirements (e.g., 
recordkeeping and notification requirements) that are integral to the regulatory program. For violations 
of these requirements, enforcement personnel should consider the "importance• of the requirement 
violated. For example, failure to submit tank notification data may be considered to have significant 
potential for harm because the Agency has few other sources of information on the location of USTs. 
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Exhibit4 

Matrix V aloes for Determining the 
Gravity-Based Component of a Penalty 

Extent of Deviation from Requirement 

Major Minor 

1,500 1,000 500 
., 

750 500 250 

200 100 50 

NOTE: These amounts constitute the matrix value only. They are DQJ the Initial penalty 
· target figure. The Initial penalty target flgu,.l• calculated •• follows: 

Initial Penalty _ Economic ("'A TRIX VIolator· Environmental Days of ) 
Target Figure - Benefit + VALUE x Specific X Sensitivity X Noncompliance 

Component A.dJustmenb Multiplier Multiplier 
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For purpose of this guidance, the categories for potential for harm are the following: 

• Major- The violation causes or may cause a situation resulting In a 
substantial or continuing risk to human health and the environment and/or 
may have a substantial adverSe effect on the regulatory program. Examples 
are: (1) improperly Installing a flberglass.reinforced plastic tank (because a 
catastrophic release may result); or (2) falling to provide adequate release 
detection by the specified phase-In date (because without release detection a 
release may go unnoticed for a lengthy period of time with detrimental 
consequences). 

• Moderate - The violation causes or may cause a situation resulting In a 
significant risk to human heaJth and the environment and/or may have a 
significant adverse effect on the regulatory program. An example would be 
Installing a tank that falls to meet tank corrosion proteCtion standards 
(because It could result In a release, although the use of release detection is 
expected to minimize the potential for continuing harm from the release). 

• Minor - The violation causes or may cause a situation resulting in a relatively 
low risk to human health and the environment and/or may have a minor 
adverse effect on the regulatory program. An example would be falling to 
provide certification of UST installation (assuming that the installation was 
done correctly). 

3.2 VIOLA TOR-SPECIFIC .ADJUSTMENTS 

In general, adjustments to the matrix value may be made· at both the pre-negotiation and 
settlement stages of penalty assessment to address the unique facts of each case and to resolve the 
case quickly. Prior to settlement negotiations, enforcement personnel have the discretion to use any 
relevant information to adjust the matrix value upwards or downwards. These adjustr.·.ents are S\>1~11y at 
the discretion of EPA enforcement personnel. 

Specifically, to ensure that penalties are assessed in a fair and consistent manner, and take into 
account case-specific differences, enforcement personnel have the option of adjusting the matrix value 
based on any information known about the violator's: (1) degree of cooperation or noncooperation; (2) 
degree of willfulness or negligence; (3} history of noncompliance; and (4) other unique factors. 

VIOLATOR..sPEQFlC ADJUSTMENTS TO THE MATRIX VALUE 

Adlustment Factor 

Degree of Cooperation/Noncooperation 
Degree of Willfulness or Negligence 
History of Noncompliance 
Other Unique Factors 

Range of Percentaa'e Ad!uatment 

Between 50% Increase and 25% decrease 
Between 50% increase and 25% decrease 
Up to 50% increase only 
Between 50% increase and 25% decrease 

The sections that follow discuss these four adjustment factors. In addition, the matrix value 
should be adjusted to reflect the environmental sensitivity and the days of noncompliance, which are 
discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. Subsequent adjustments made during the settlement 
stage, including adjustments for inability to pay, are discussed in Chapter 4. 
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To ensure that the penalty maintains a deterrent effect, enforcement staff should consider 
adjustments toward increased penalties In all cases (Le., make upwards adjustments to the mautx 
value). It is up to the violator to present information during settJement that mitigates use of such 
upward adjustments. However, to ensure that penalties are calculated fairly and consistently, any 
upwards adjustment may be made only If the circumstances of the case warrant such adjustments. 
Furthermore, for any adjustments made to the matrix vaJue, justJfication must be provided on the penalty 
assessment worksheet (see Appendix B). · 

3.2.1 Degree of Cooperdon/NoncooperatJon 

The first factor that may be considered in adjusting the matriX value is the violator's cooperation 
or gOOd faith efforts In response to enforcement actions. In adjusting for the violator's degree of 
cooperation or noncooperation, enforcement staff may consider making upward adjustments by as 
much as 50 percent and downward adjustments by as much as 25 percent of the matrix value. 

In order to have the matrix value reduced, the owner/operator must demonstrate cooperative 
behavior by going beyond what is minimally required to eomply with requirements that are closely 
related to the initial harm addressed. For example, an owner/operator may indicate a willingness to 
establish an environmental auditing program to check compliance at other UST facilities, if appropriate, 
or may demonstrate efforts to accelerate compliance with other UST regulations for which the phase-in 
deadline has not yet passed.12 Because compliance with the regulation is expected from the 
regulated community, no downward ad!ustment may be made if the good faith efforts to comply 
primarily consist of coming into compliance. That is, there should be no •reward' for doing now what 
should have been done in the first place. On the other hand, lack of cooperation with enforcement 
officials can result in an increase of up to 50 percent of the matrix value. 

3.2.2 Degree of WlllfulneA or Negligence 

The second adjustment that may be made to the murix value is for willfulness or negligence, 
which takes into account the owner/operator's culpability and intentions in committing the violation. In 
assessing the degree of willfulness or negligence, the following factors may be considered: 

• How much control the violator had over events constituting the violation (e.g., 
whether the violation could have been prevented or was beyond the 
owner/operator's control, as in the case of a natural disaster); 

• The foreseeability of the events constituting the violation; 

• Whether the violator made any good faith efforts to comply and/or took 
reasonable precautions against the events constituting the violation; and 

• Whether the violator knew or should have known of the hazards associated 
with the conduct; and 

• Whether the violator knew of the legal requirement that was violated (resulting 
in an upward adjustment only).13 

12 For information on establishing environmental auditing programs, see "EPA Policy on the 
Inclusion of Environmental Auditing Provisions in Enforcement Settlements," U.S. EPA, Office of 
Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring, November 1986. 

13 Lack of knowledge of the legal requirements may not be used as a basis to reduce the matrix 
value. Rather, informed violation of the law should serve to increa~e the matrix value. 
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In certain circumstances, the amount ex control that the violator haS over how quickly the violation 
is remedied also can be relevant. Specifically, if correction of a viotation Is delayed by factors that the 
violator clearly can show were not reasonably foreseeable and out of his or her control, the penalty 
assigned for the duration of noncompliance may be reduced (see Section 3.4), although the original 
penalty for noncompliance should not be. In assessing the degree of wiJifulness, enforcement staff may 
consider making upward adjustments by as muCh as 50 percent and downward adjustments by as 
much as 25 percent of the matrix value. 

3.2.3 Hlatory of Nonc~mpllance 

The third factor to be considered in adjusting the matrix value Is the violator's history· of 
noncompliance. Previous violations of any environmental regulation are usually considered clear 
evidence that the vioCator was not deterred by previous .Interaction with enforcement . staff and 
enforcement actions. Unless the current vioCation was caused by factors entirely out of the control of 
the violator, prior violations should be taken as an indication that the matrix value should be adjusted 
upwards. When assessing the history of noncompliance, some of the factors that may be considered 

I 

are: ; 

• Number of previous violations; 

• Seriousness of the previous ~lolations; 

• Time period over which previous violations occurred; 

• Similarity of the. previous violations; 

• Enforcement tools utilized (e.g., whether the owner/operator's previous 
behavior required use of more stringent enforcement actions); and 

• Violator's response to the previous vioiation(s) with respect to correct!on of 
the problem. 

For purposes of this document, a •prior violation• includes any act or omission for which an accountable 
enforcement action has occurred (e.g., an inspection that found a violation, a notice of violation, an 

. administrative or judicial complaint, or a consent order). A prior violation of the same or a related 
requirement would constitute a similar violation. 

In cases of large corporations that have many divisions and/or subsidiaries, If the same 
corporation is involved in the current violation the adjustments for history of noncompliance will apply. 
In addition, enforcement staff should be wary of a company that changes operators or shifts 
responsibility for compliance to different persons or organizational units as a way of avoiding increased 
penalties. A consistent pattem of noncompliance by several divisions or subsidiaries of a corporation 
may be found, even though the facilities are at different locations. Again, in these situations, 
enforcement staff may make only upward adjustments to the matrix value by as much as 50 percent 

3.2.4 Other Unique Factors 

This guidance allows an adjustment for unanticipated factors that may arise on ·a case-by-case 
basis. As with the previous factors, enforcement staff may want to make upward adjustments to the 
matrix value by as much as 50 percent and downward adjustments by as much as 25 percent for such 
reasons. 
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3.3 ENVIRONMENTAL SENSmvrrY MUL TIPUER (ESM) 

In addition to the violator-specific adjustments discussed above, enforcement personnel may 
make a further adjustment to the matrix value based on potentiaJ site-specific impacts that could be 
caused by the violalion The environrnerul sensitMty multiptier takes Into account the adverse 
environmental effects that the violation may have had, gtven the sensftfvlty of the local area to damage 
posed by a potential or actual release. This factor differs from the potential-for-harm factor (discussed 
in Section 3.1.2) which takes into account the probability that a release or other harmful action would 
~ because of the violation. The environmental sensitivity multiplier addressed here looks at the 
actual or potential Impact that such a release, once it did occur. would have on the JocaJ environment 
and public health. 

To calculate the environmental sensitivity multiplier, enforcement personnel must first determine 
the sensitivity of the environment. For purposes c:A this document, the environmental sensitivity will be 
either low, moderate, or high. Factors to consider In determining the appropriate sensitivity level 
include: 

• Amount of petroleum or hazardous substance potentially or actually released 
(e.g., size of the tanks and number of tanks at the facility that were involved 
in the violation, as they relate to the potential volume of materials released); 

• Toxicity of petroleum or hazardous substance released; 

• Potential hazards presented by the release or potential release, such as 
explosions or other human health hazards; 

• Geologic features of the site that may affect the extent of the release and may make 
remediation difficult; 

• Actual or potential human or environmental receptors, including: 

Ukelihood that release may contaminate a nearby river or stream; 

Number of drinking water wells potentially affected; 

Proximity to environmentally sensitive areas, such as wetlands; and 

Proximity to sensitive populations, such as children (e.g., in schools). 

• Ecological or aesthetic value. to environmentally sensitive areas. 

Thus, a "low sensitivity value may be given in a case where one tank containing petroleum is located in 
clay soil in a semi-residential area where all drinking water is supplied by municipal systems, and where 
little wildlife is expected to be affected. A moderate sensitivity value may be given if: several tanks 

· were in violation; the geology of the site would allow for some movement of a plume of released 
substance; and several drinking water wells could have been affected. A high sensitivity value may be 
given if: a number of tanks (or very large tanks) were involved; there were several potential receptors of 
the released substance through drinking water wells or contact with contaminated surface water; and 
the contamination would be difficult to remediate. Each level of sensitivity is given a corresponding 
multiplier value, as provided below. 
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DETERMINING THE ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITMTY MULTIPUER . 

Environmental Sensitivity Multiplier (ESM) is based on the potential or actual environmental 
impact at the site, and is given a corresponding value as follows: 

Environmental 
Sensitivity 
Low 
Moderate 
High 

3.4 DAYS OF NONCOMPUANCE MUL TIPUER 

ED! 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 

The final adjustment that may be made to the matrix value takes into account the number of days 
of noncompliance. To determine the amount of. the adjustment, locate the days of noncompliance 
multiplier (or ONM) in the table beiOIN that corresponds to the duration of the violation: 

DETERMINING THE DAYS OF NONCOMPUANCE MULTIPUER 

Days of Noncompliance ~ultlpller (DNM) is based on the number of days of noncompliance: 

Oaya of 
Noncompliance 
0-90 
91 - 180 
181 -270 
271 -365 
Each addiional 6 months 

or fraction thereof 

DNM 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 

add 0.5 

The ONM is then multiplied by the adjusted matrix value and environmental sensitivity multiplier to 
obtain the gravity-based component of the penalty, as follows: 

DETERMINING THE GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT 

Gravity-Based = Matrix Value x 
Component 

Violator-Specific x 
· Adjustments 

Environmental 
Sensitivity x 
Multiplier 

Days of 
Noncompliance 
Multiplier 

The economic benefit component is added to the gravity-based component to form the initial penalty 
target figure to be assessed in the complaint. As discussed previously, this figure cannot exceed 
$10,000 for each tank for each day of violation. 
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CHAPTER 4. SETTLEMENT ADJUSTMENTS 

After the initial penalty target figure has been presented to the potential violator in a complaint. 
additional adjustments may be made as part of a settlement compromise. AJI such adjustments are 
entirely within the discretion of Agency personnel. The burden is always on the owner/operator to 
provide evidence supporting any reduction of the penalty. 

In response to a complaint. the owner/operator may request an Informal conference and/or a 
hearing to settle the penalty and violation. The Federal Consolidated Rules of Practice (CROP) 
procedures for administrative actions at 40 CFR Pan 22 provide for a settlement conference and a right 
to a public hearing, giving the ovmer/operator the opportunity to present data to support. a penalty 
adjustment. At a minimum, enforcement personnel may consider adjustments based on the four 
violator-specific adjustment factors discussed in Chapter 3, including: 

• Degree of cooperation/noncooperation; 
• Degree of willfulness or negligence; 
• History of noncompliance; and 
• Other unique factors. 

The settlement adjustment iS usually not made to the economic benefit component unless new and 
better information about the economic benefits is made available. The Agency should maintain a 
record that includes a statement ot the reasons for adjusting the penalty. · 

In addition to the adjustment factors listed above, and because of the nature of the UST 
regulated community, one factor th4lr commonly will be discussed during negotiations is the 
owner/operator's inability to pay. AA adjustment may need to be made for inability to pay to ensure fair 
and equitable treatment of the regulated community. It is important, however, that this reduction not 
allow the regulated community to regard violatiorn.; ,Jf environmental requirements as a way to save 
money. Furthermore, a penalty shou&d not be reduced when a violator refuses to correct a violation, 
has a history of noncompliance, or in cases with egregious violations, e.g., failure to abate a release 
that is contaminating drinking-water supplie!i. · 

The Agency should assume that the owner/operator is able to pay unless the owner/operator 
demonstrates otherwise. The inability to pay adjustment should be based on the amount of the initial 
penalty target figure and the financial condition of the business, but it is the owner/operator's 
responsibility to provide evidence of inability to pay. The owner/operator may provide evidence, such 
as tax returns, to document his or her claims. In cases when the owner/operator fails to demonstrate 
inability to pay, the Agency should determine whether the owner/operator is unwilling to pay, in which 
case no adjustments to the initial penalty target figure should be made. In cases where the 
owner/operator can successfully demonstrate: (1) that the company is unable to pay; or (2) that 
payment of all or a portion of the penalty will preclude the violator from achieving compliance, the 
following options may be considered: 

• An· installment payment plan with interest;. 

• A delayed payment schedule with interest; 

• An in-kind mitigation activity performed by the owner/operator; 

• An environmental auditing program implememed by the owner/operator; or 

• Reduction of up to 80 percent of the gravity-based component. 
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A reduction of the gravity.-based component should be considered on!y after detennining that the other 
four options are not feasible.14 

In order to evaluate a violator's cJaim regarding inability to pay, two sources of information are 
available to determine the UkeUhood that a company can afford to pay a ceftain civil penaJty: 

Natlon•l Enforcement lnve!tlqatlon Center (NEICl. The NEIC of EPA's Office of Enforcement 
has developed the Superfund Financial Assessment System that can detennine a company's ability to 
pay. For publicly owned companies, specific financial data is avaiJable from NEJC. If investigating a 
private company, enforcement staff can report financial data to NEIC and it will be keyed into NEIC's 
computerized ~ic computer model tor analysis. 15 

ABEL EPA's Office of Enforcement developed the "ABEL" modef as part of an ongoing effort to 
evaluate the financial heaJth of finns involved in enforcement proceedings. The ABEL model has been 
used by EPA, Regions, and States to evaJuate a finn's claim regarding Inability to pay based on 21 
inputs gathered from the company's Federal Income tax ·returns from the previous 3 years. 
Enforcement staff may access ABEL by computer dia1-u~ on a personal computer with a modem and an 
ABEL user 10 number.16 In addition, OUST has developed a PC-based model called ABELPRO which 
is a simplified version of ABEL that is run on a PC using a LOTUS spreadsheet or Macintosh Excel.17 

14 The Agency is currently developing cross-media guidance on environmental mitigation projects 
which, when final, will supersede the "Alternative Payments• section of the Agency's February 16, 1984 
penalty policy (#GM-22). Until the revised Agency guidance is finalized, the Agency's 1984 penalty 
policy should be consulted for additional guidance. 

15 For further information, contact the NEIC at (303) 236-5100 or FTS 8-776-5100. 

16 To obtain the ABEL User's Manual and user 10 numbers for computer hookup, contact the 
BEN/ABEL Coordinator at the U.S. EPA Headquarters, by phoning (202) 475-6777 or FTS 475-6777. 

17 
For information, contact the appropriate Regional Desk Officer at U.S. EPA Headquarters' Office 

of Underground Storage Tanks. 
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CHAPTER 5. USE OF FIELD CITATIONS 

.<Reserved> 

The Office of Underground Storage Tanks (OUST)· has been exploring the use of field citations as 
an alternative means of assessing civil penalties and obtaining compliance with UST requirements. 
Once the manner in which field citations wfll be used in the Federal UST program has been detennlned, 

. this policy will be revised to reflect how field cttations flt Into the UST penalty policy. 

• 
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OSWER Directive 9610.12 

APPENDIX A: 
.MATRIX VALUES FOR SELECTED VIOLATIONS OF FEDERAL UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK REGULATIONS* 

Regulatory 
Citation 

VIolation Unl1 
~ .... 
ment!l 

Devlatton from Potentl.ll 
Requirement tor Harm 

SUBPART B-UST SYSTEMS: DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, INSTALLATION, AND NOliFICA~()N ::,,· · 
. . ',) : :}:: : 

§280.20(a)(1) 

§280.20(a)(2) 

§280.20(a)(2)(~ 

§280.20(a) (2) 0~ 

§280.20(a) (2) (II~ 

§280.20(a) (2) (lv) 

§280.20(a) (3) 

§280.20(b)(1) 

§280.20(b) (2) 

§280.20(b)(2) 0) 

§280.20(b) (2) (i~ 

§280.20(b) (2) (il~ 

§280.20(b) (2) (lv) 

§280.20 Pet1ormance atendarda for new UST •'ema 

Installation of an Improperly constructed fiberglas.relnforced plastic tank 

Installation of an Improperly dealgned and conatructad metal tank that fall• to 
meet corroelon protection atandarda 

Installation of a metal tank with unsuitable dielectric coating 

Installation of an Improperly designed cathodic protection system for a metal 
tank 

Improper Installation of cathodic protection system for a metal tank 

Improper operation and maintenance of tank cathodic protection system 

Installation of an Improperly constructed steel-fiberglass-reinforced-plastic 
tank 

Installation of Improperly constructed fiberglass-reinforced plastic piping 

Failure to provide any cathodic protection for metal piping 

Installation of piping with unsuitable dielectric coating 

Installation of improperly designed cathodic protection for metal piping 

Improper installation of cathodic protection system for piping 

Improper operation and maintenance of cathodic protection system for metal 
piping 

(T) 

(T) 

(T) 

(T) 

(T) 

(T) 

(T) 

(P) 

(P) 

(T) 

(P) 

(P) 

(P) 

Major Major 

Melot Mod« ate 

Major Moderate 

Moderate Moderate 

Moderate Moderate 

Major Moderate 

Major Moderate 

Major Ma)or 

Major Modefate 

Major Mod«ate 

Mode,._ Moderate 

Moderate Moderate 

Major Moderate 

Matrix Value 

$1!500 

sm 

1750 

$500 

$500 

$750 

$750 

$1500 

$750 

S7SO 

$500 

$500 

$150 

l' Unit assessment refers to whether the penalty should be applied per tank (T) or per facility (F). Where the violation appllea to piping (P), tt.. ....-.men! witt depend .on whether 
the piping Ia associated with one tank or more than one tank. 

*NOTE: THIS LIST OF SELECTED VIOLATIONS IS NOT INTENDED TO BE EXHAUSTIVE AND, THEREFORE, MAY NOT INCLUDE All POSSIBlE VIOLA-r:t<>NS. 



Regulatory 
Citation 

A-2 

VIolation Unh 
Ae ..... 
ment!! 

Devtrion from Potenttel 
Requirement for Harm 

OSWER Directive 9610.12 

MntxValue 

SUBPART B-UST SYSTEMS: DESIGN, CONSmUCTlON.INSTALLATION. AND NOTtFiCATlON (Continu~ 

§280.20(c)(1) Failure to Install any apl~ ,-.ventlon ayatam (T) Major MaJor $1500 

§280.20(c) (1) (ij Installation of Inadequate apm prevention equipment In a new tank (T) Major MaJor $1500 
.. 

§280.20(c)(1) Failure to Install any oveti\11 "'eventlon system (T) Major Moder.ta $750 . 
§280.20(c)(1 )(iij Installation of Inadequate overfill prevention equipment In a new tank (T) Major Moderate $750 

§280.20(d) F allure to Install tank In accordance with accepted codes and standards (T) VarfJ VarietY '"matrix 

§280.20(d) Failure to Install piping In accordance with accepted codes and standards (P) Varfe~ variet/1 '"matrbc 

§280.20(e) Failure to provide any certification of UST installation (F) Modar.te Minor $100 

§280.20(e)(1) -(6) Failure to Pf<Wide complete certification of UST Installation (F) Minor Minor $!50 

210.21 Uper ... of ut.tlng UST ~ 

§280.21(b) F-»ufe to mMt al tank upgrade ltandardt (T) Major Mafot $1500 

§280.21 (b)(1)(1) lmPfopar Installation of Interior lining for tank upgrade requirements (T) Major Mefot $1500 

§280.21 (b)(1)0Q Failure to meet Interior lining Inspection requirements for tank upgrade (T) Major Moderate $750 

§280.21 (b)(2)(Q Failure to ensure that tank Ia structurally sound before Installing cathodic (T) Major Mode111te $750 
protection 

§280.21 (b)(2)0ij Failure to provide any monthly monitoring of cathodic Pfolectlon for tank (TIF) Major MaJor $1SOO 
upgrade requirement 

§280.21 (b)(2)(iQ Failure to provide continuous monthly ..w>nltorlng of cathodic protection for (TIF) Moder.te Minor $100 
tank upgrade requirement 

'U Deviation from requirement and potential for harm will vary depending upon specific coda or standard violated. 

• NOTE: THIS LIST OF SELECTED VIOLATIONS I& NOJ INTENDED TO BE EXHAUSTIVE AND, THEREFORE, MAY NOT INCLUDE All POIIIIILI YIOLA~I.· 



Reguletory 
Cltellon 

A-3 

VIolation Unit 
A• ... 
ment!' 

Devldoft from Pot.ntlal 
Requirement tor Harm 

OSWER Directive 9610.12 

Matrtx Value 

SUBPART B - UST SYSTEMS: DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, INSTALl..ATION, AND NOTtFICATION (c!~1~u8d) ·:·.· 

§280.21 (bH2l 1nn 

§280.21 (b)(2)(iv) 

§280.21(c) 

§280.21(c) 

§280.21(d) 

§280.21(d) 

§280.22(a) 

§280.22(a) 

§280.22(c) 

§280.22(c) 

§280.22(8)-(1) 

§280.22(g) 

Failure to meet tightness teat requirements for 1 tank upgraded with cathodic 
protecUon 

Fellure to meet requirements for letting for corroaion holea f01 e tank 
upgraded with cathodic protection . . 

Failure to Install any cathodic protection for metal piping upgrade 
requirements 

Failure to meet tightness test requirements for cathodically protected metal 
piping 

Failure to provide aplll prevention system lor an existing tank 

F allure to provide overfill prevention system for an existing tank 

280.22 Notlncetlon requlremen1e 

Failure to notify state or local agency within 30 days of bringing an UST 
system Into use 

Failure to notify designated state or localegency of existing tank 

Failure to Identify on the submitted notification form all known tanka at that 
site 

F allure to aubmlt a separate notHlcation form for ail notified tanks that are 
located at a aeparate place of operation 

Failure to provide complete certification of all requirements on the notlflcatlon 
form 

Failure to inform tank purchaser of notHlcation requirements 

(T/F) 

(T/F) 

(P) 

(P) 

(T) 

(T) 

(T) 

(T) 

(F) 

(F) 

(F) 

(T) 

::.·.· 

Major 

Major 

MaJor 

Major 

MafOJ 

Ma)or 

_.--- ~ 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Maj01 

Moderate 

MaJor 

Moder lite $750 

Modende $7~ 

Major $1500 

Moderate $7~ 

Major 11500 

Moderate $7~ 

Major $1500 

Mejor $1&)() 

Mod«<lte $750 

Minor $200 

Minor $100 

Major $1500 

• NOTE: THIS LIST OF SELECTED VIOlATIONS IS !:!Q! INTENDED TO BE EXHAUSTIVE AND, THEREFORE, IIAY NOT INCLUDE AU. POSSIBLE VIOLATIONS. 



A-4 OSWER Directive 9610.12 

Regulatory VlofaUon Unit Oevta1lon from Potentitll u.trtx Value 
Citation Asse ... Requirement for Harm 

ment!f 

SUBPART C --GENERAL OPERATING REQUIREMENTS 

280.30 Spill and overfill control 

§280.30(a) Failure to take necessary precautions to prevent overfiiVsplllage during the (F) Major Ma)or $Hi00 
transfer of product 

. .. 

§280.30(b) Failure to report a spiiVoverflll (F) Ma/or Ma)or $1500 

§280.30(b) Failure to Investigate and clean up. a spltVoverflll ' (F) Major Major S1500 

280.31 Operation and maintenance of conoslon protection 

§280.31(a) Failure to operate and maintain corrosion protection syl1em continuously (FIT) Ma)or MaJor S1500 

§280.31 (b)(1) Failure to ensure that cathodic protection system Is tel1ed within 6 months of (FIT) Major MaJor S1500 
Installation 

§280.31 (b)(1) Failure to ensure that cathodic protection system Ia tel1ed every 3 yeara (Tif) Major Moderate $750 
thereafter 

§280.31 (b)(1) Failure to meet one 3-year test for cathodic protection sy•tem (Tif) Moderate Minor $100 

§280.31 (b)(2) Failure to Inspect cathodic protection system In accordance with accepted (Tif) Maj« Moderate S750 
codes 

§280.31 (c) Failure to Inspect Impressed current syl1ema every 60 days (Tif) MaJor Moder.te S750 

§280.31(d) Failure to maintain any recorda of cathodic protection Inspections (Tif) MaJor Moderate S750 

§280.31 (d) Failure to maintain every record of cathodic protection lnapectlona (Tif) Modef ... Minor S100 

280.32 Compatibility 

§280.32 Failure to ensure that UST system Is made of or tined with materials (TIP) MaJor Ma)or S1500 
compatible with substance stored 

• NOT!: THIS UST 0' ll!l.eCUD VlOLATIONI 18 tf2! lmNDID TO 81 EXHAUITIV! AND, TH£"!,0flt£, MAY NOT INCLU~ AU. POIIUILI VJOLA~I. 



Regulatory 
Chetlon 

§280.33(a) 

§280.33(b) 

§280.33(c) 

§280.33(c) 

§280.33(d) 

§280.33(e) 

§280.33(1) 

A-5 

VIolation 

SUBPART C- GENERAL OPERATING REQUIREMENTS (Continued) 

280.33 Repairs allowed 

Failure to repair UST system In accordance with accepted codes and 
standards 

.. 
Failure to repair fiberglass-reinforced UST In accordance with accepted codes 
and standards 

Failure to replace metal piping that has released produc1 

Failure to repair fiberglass-reinforced piping In accordance with 
manufac1urera specifications 

Failure to enture that repaired tank systems are ·tlghtneaa teated within 30 
days of completion of repair 

Failure to test cathodic protec11on aystem within 6 months of repair of an UST 
ayatem 

Failure to maintain records of each repair to an UST eystem 

280.34 Reporting and recordkeeplng 

UnH 
Aaae ... 
ment!l 

(T) 

(T) 

(P) 

(P) 

(T) 

(T) 

(T) 

OSWER Directive 9610.12 

o.vtatlon from Potentlel 
Requirement tor Harm 

·· ·: 

VarlesY Varia~ 

Varle~ var~J 

Ma}of Major 

Ma}of Mal« 

Major Modenlte 

Major Modeflde 

MaJor Major 

u.trtx Value 

::; .. ,:: ·. 

... matrix 

... m.trlx 

$11500 

$11500 

$750 

1750 

$11500 

(For violations of reporting and recordkeeping, Me appropriate regulatory seCtion (e.g., repoftlng of releases will be undeJ Subpart ~-

I suBPART o ~ RelEASe oeTEcnoN . ... . ..... ··" .. ·····.·· · ·• ..•• • •..•. ·.• :;:,·;~~~!~:; . ..··::t·.· !' · 1 

§280.40(a) (1) 

§280.40(a) (2) 

280.40 General requirements for an UST ayatem. 

F allure to provide release detection method capable of detec11ng a release 
from tank or piping that routinely contains produc1 

Failure to lnatall, calibrate, operate, or melntaln release detection method In 
accordance with manufac1urer's lnstruc11ona 

(T/F) 

(T/F) 

Major Major $1500 

MaJor Major $11500 

* NOTE: THIS LIST OF SELECTED VIOLATIONS IS NOT INTENDED TO BE EXHAUSTIVE AND, THEREFORE. MAY NOT INCLUDE All POSSIBLE VIOlATIONs. 



~gulatory 
Clt_,lon 

VIolation 

A-6 

Unit 
Asans
ment!l 

Deviation from Potential 
Requirement fof Harm 

OSWER Directive 9610.12 

Matrtx Value 

1.· . ····· SUBPART D : R~~::.E. ~~~ctlON (Continued) - _ ·· ·· · I 

§280.-40(11) (3) 

§280.<40(b) 

§280.o40(c) 

§280.<40(d) 

§280.4t (a) 

§280.41 (a)(1) 

§280.<41(a)(2) 

§280.41(b) 

§280.42(a) 

§280.42(b) 

§280.42(b)(1) 

§280.42(b) (2) 

Failure to pr~ a release detection method that meet. the performance 
requlrementt In 1280.43 or §280.44 

· Failure to notify Implementing agency when release detection Indicates 
rate... . .-. 

Failure to provkla any relaue ·detection method by phase-In dale 

, 
Failure to ciOM any UST eystem that cannot meet releue detection 
require menta. 

280.41 Requirements for petroleum UST 1~..-ne 

Failure to monitor tankt at least ffllery 30 daya, If appropriate 

Failure to conduct tank tightness testing fiVery ~ yeara, If a.pPJOfrlete 

Failure to conduct annual tank tightness testing, If approprlale 

Failure to use any underground piping monitoring method 

280.42 Requirements fOf hazarctou. autmance UST apt....-

Failure to provkle releue detecllon for an existing hazardou. aubstanoe tank 
system · 

Failure to provide adequate release detection for a new hazardous substance. 
USTaystem 

Failure to provide adequate secondary containment of tank for a hazardous 
substance UST 

Failure to provide adequate double-walled lank/adequate lining for a 
hazardous aubstance UST 

(F) 

(F) 

(F) 

(F) 

en 
m 
en 
(P) 

(F) 

(F) 

{T) 

{T) 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

MaJor 

Major 

Major 

MaJor 

Major 

MaJor 

Major 

Major 

MaJor 

Major 

Major 

Major 

$1!500 

$1!500 

$1!500 

$1!500 

$1!500 

$1!500 

$1!500 

$1!500 

$1!500 

$1!500 

$1!500 

$1500 

• NOTE: THIS LIST OF SELECTED VIOLATIONS IS NOT INTENDED TO BE EX~USnYE AND, THEREFORE, MAY NOT INCLUDE All POSSIBLE VIOLATIONS. 



Reguhttory 
Ctt.Uon 

VIolation 

A-7 

Unit 
Aaana
mentl' 

Deviation from Potential 
Requirement for HMm 

OSWER Directive 9610.12 

Matrix Valu. 

I ---SUBPART D - RELEASE DETECT10N (Continued) . ---- . ·- .. ... •. . . I 
§280.42(b)(3) 

§280.42(b)(4) 

§280.44 

§280.44(a) 

§280.44(b) 

§280.44(c) 

§280.4!5 

§280.45 

§280.45(a) 

§280.45(b) 

§280.45(b) 

§280.45(b) 

§280.45(c) 

Failure to provide adequate extemalllners for a hazardous substance UST 

Failure to provide adequate secondary containment of piping for a hazardou• 
substance UST 

210.44 ~of ........ detMUon for ptplng 

Failure to provkla eny ra~a ... detection for underground piping 

Failure to provide adequate line leak detector tyalam fof underground piping 

Failure to provide lldequate line tlghtneu t81ting tyltem for underground 
piping tyltem 

Inadequate UH of applicable tank rele ... detection metho<b 

210.45 Retene detectton recordkeeplng 

Failure to maintain any reoorda of rele ... detection monitoring 

Failure to maintain fNery record of release detection monitoring 

Failure to document all release detection performance claims for 5 years after . 
inltaltatlon 

Failure to maintain any results of sampling, testing or monitoring for release 
detection for at leut 1 year 

Failure to maintain fNery result of sampling, testing or monitoring for r~tease 
detection for at least 1 year 

Failure to retain results of tightness testing until next tell Is conducted 

'Failure to document any calibration, maintenance, and. repair of release 
detection 

(T) 

(T) 

(P) 

(P) 

(P) 

(P) 

(f) 

(F) 

(F) 

(F) 

(F) 

(f) 

(F) 

MaJor 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

M~ 

MaJor 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Major 

Moderate -

Major 

Major 

Major 

Mafor 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Mater 

Major 

Minor 

Minor 

MaJor 

Minor 

MaJor 

Major 

$1500 

$1500 

$1500 

-· $1500 

11500 

$1500 

$1500 

1100 

$100 

$1500 

$100 

$1500 

$1500 

• NOTE: THIS LIST OF SELECTED VIOLATIONS IS fiQ! INTENDED TO BE EXHAUSTlVE AND, THEREFORE, MAY NOT INCLUDE AU POSSIBLE VIOLAOONS. 



Regulatory 
Challon 

A-8 

VIolation Unh 
Aueu
ment!' 

DeWrtton from Potential 
Requirement for Harm 

OSWER Directive 9610.12 

MnbcY.tue 

I SUBPART D- RELEASE DETECTION (Continued) . ;. •• ·,, · ·);!!;.. . J 
§280.45(c) 

; . 
Failure to document every calibration, maintenance, and repair of release (F) 
detection 

SUBPART E ... RELEASE REPORT1NG, INVESnGATtON, AND CON FIRMA nON 

§280.50(a)-(c) 

§280.52(a)-(b) 

§280.53(a) 

§280.53(b) 

§280.53(b) 

§280.61 

280.50 Reporting of auepec1ed rale ... 

Failure to report a suspected release within 24 houre to the Implementing 
agency 

280.52 Releaae Investigation and confirmation atepa 

Fanure to Investigate and confirm a release (if appropriate) using accepted 
procedures 

210.53 Reporting and cleanup of apltltl and overftlla 

Failure to report a spiiVoverflll (If appropriate) to Implementing agency within 
24 hours (or other specified lime period) 

Failure to contain and Immediately clean up a spiiVoverflll of lasa than 25 
gallons 

Failure to contain and Immediately clean up a hazardous substance 
spiiVoverflll 

SUBPART F - RELEASE RESPONSE AND CORRECT1VE ACT10N 

Failure to take Initial response actions within specified lime period after a 
release Is confirmed 

(F) 

(F) 

(F) 

(F) 

(F) 

(F) 

Moderate Moderate $500 

Major MaJor $U500 

Major Major $1!500 

. 
Major Major $1!500 

Major Major $H500 

Major M.jor $1!500 

Major Major $1500 

• NOTE: THIS LIST OF SELECTED VIOLATIONS IS NOT INTENDED TO BE EXHAUSTtVE AND, THEREFORE, MAY NOT INCLUDE ALL POSSIBLE Y10l.A~ 



A-9 OSWER onctlve 9610.12 

Regulatory V1ol.tlon Unit Dwlatlon from Potential u.trtx Value 
Citation Auen-

rnam1' 
Aaqulrement tor Haml 

SUBPART F - ·RELEASE RESPONSE AND CORRECTiVE ACTION (Continued) 
... 

§280.62 failure to submit report on Initial abatement meaeurea within 20 daye (or (F) '\tajor Majof $H500 
other epeclfied time) of release confirmation 

§280.63 Failure to submit report on Initial site characterization within 45 daya (or other (F) Major Major $1500 
specified lime) of release confirmation 

.. 
§280.64 Failure to submit report on free report removal within 45 days (or other (F) Majof Majof $1500 

specified time) of release confirmation 

SUBPART G- QUT.;of.SERviCE UST SYSTEMS AND CLOSURE 
.· · .· 

·: .-. 

280.70 Temporary c~ura 

§280.70(1) Falkn to ~ oper.aion Wid ~ of oadhodlc pl'otection eyetem (FIT) Majof Moderate $7eO 

In a tempofarity cJoMd t.nk ""'*" -----. 
§280.70(8) Falkn k> continue operadon and rnM-4enance of , • ._.. detKtion In • (FIT) Majof Malar $1500 

tamporariy cJoMd t.nk eyetem 

§280.70(b) FalkKe to comply with temporary cloaure requirement. for a tank ayatem for 3 (FIT) MaJor Modetalte $7SO 
or more months 

§280.70(c) Failure to permanently close or upgrade a temporarl~ cloMd tank ayetem (FIT) Majof Malar 111500 
after 12 months 

280.71 Permanent cJoeure and changea-ln-eervlce 

§280.71(a) Failure to notify Implementing agency of a closure or change-ln-tervlce (FIT) MaJor M.p- $1500 

§280.71(b) Failure to remove all liquids _and aiudgea for tank closure (FIT) Major Malor $1500 

§280.71(b) Failure to remove closed tank from the ground or fill tank with an Inert solid (FIT) Major Modeme $7SO 
for tank closure 

§280.71(c) Failure to empty and clean tank system and conduct a ahe ......ment prior (FIT) Majof M.p $1500 
to a change-in-service 

* NOTE: THIS LIST OF SELECTED VJOL.ATIONS 18 NOT INTENDED TO BE EXHAUSTIV! AND, THEREFORE, MAY NOT INCLUDE ALL P08SIBU! VIOLATIONS. 



Regulatory 
Citation 

§280.72(a) 

§280.72(b) 

§280.74 

§280.74 

A-10 

Vtolallon Unit 
AaaH• 
ment!l 

SUBPART G-OUT-OF-SERVICE UST SYSTEMS AND CLOSURE (Continued) 

280.72 AaeHalng the alta at closure or change-ln-eervtce 

Failure to meuure (H required) lor the presence of a releue-hfalore a 
permanent closure 

H contaminated soil. contaminated ground water, or free product Ia · · 
discovered, failure to begin corrective action 

280.74 C~ure recorda 

Failure to maintain closure records for at least 3 years 

Failure to maintain change-ln-aervice records for at least 3 years 

(T/F) 

(T/F) 

(F) 

(F) 

Devta11on from Potential 
n.qulrement for Harm 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Melor 

OSWER Directive 9610.12 

u.trtx Vatu. 

$1500 

$1500 

$1500 

$1500 

I SUBPART H~;~Al RESPONSIBI~ . .; •••. ) • :i ••.. , X ; ; · .• · .•. ·· .. ··•·.· ··j;r,~~~~J.[Ifl:.~~~;i·i~l 
§280.93(a) 

§280.93(a) (1 )-(2) 

§280.93(b)(1 )-(2) 

§280.93(1) 

§280.94 

§280.95 

§280.106(a)(1) 

Failure to comply with financial reaponaiblllty requirement• by tha .-.qulred 
phase-In time 

Failure to meet the requirement for per-occurrence coverage of lneurance. 

Failure to meet the requirement for annual aggregate coveu1ge of lneurance. 

Failure to review and adjust financial assurance after acquiring new or 
additional UST1 

Use of an unapproved mechanism or combination of mechanlam1 to 
demonstrate financial responsibility 

Use of falaHied financial document• to paae financial tNt of aeH-Inaurance 

F allure to report evidence of financial responsibility to the Implementing 
agency within 30 days of detecting a known or auspected release 

(f) Major t.4oderlq $7SO 

(F) ~ Modem~ S7SO 

"(f) Major ~ S7SO 

(F) Major Moder. S7SO 

(F) Mafor Model ... snso 

(F) Major Modenlle snso 
(F) Moderate Minor $100 

* NOTE: THIS liST OF SELECTED VIOLATIONS IS HQ! INTENDED TO BE EXHAUSTIVE AND, THEREFORE, MAY NOT INCLUDE ALL POSSIISL! Y10lAl'IONS. · 



Regulatory 
Citation 

Vlolallon 

A-11 

SUBPART H - FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (Continued) 

§280.1 06(a)(2) 

§280.1 06(b) 

§280.107 

Failure to'feport evidence of financial responsibility to the implementing 
agency when new tanks are installed 

Failure to report evidence of financial responsibility to the lmplementin~ 
agency If the provider becomes incapable of providing financial assurance 
and the owner or operator 1$ unable to obtain alternate coverage within 30 
days. 

Failure to maintain copies of the financial assurance mechanlam(a) uaed to 
comply with financial responsibility rule and certlllcatlon that the mechanism 
is in compliance with the requirements of the rule at the UST alta or place of 
business 

Unit 
As ..... 
ment!' 

(F) 

(F) 

(F) 

o.vt.tJon from. Pot.mt.l 
Requkement tor Harm 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moder eta 

. . ·. 
·-.. _ 

.:::::· 

-· .·-._ .. : 

Minor 

Minor 

Minor 

OSWER Dlredive 9610.12 

Ma1rtx Value 

$100 

$100 

$100 

* NOTE: THIS LIST OF SELECTED VIOLATIONS IS NOT INTENDED TO BE EXHAUSTIVE AND, THEREFORE, MAY NOT INClUDE ALL POSSIBlE V10lAnoNs. 



APPENDIX B: 

UST PENALTY COMPUTATION WORKSHEET 



(This page is blank) 
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Assessments for each violation should be determined on separate worksheets and totaJed. (If more space 
is needed, attach separate sheet.) 

Com~~e __________________________________________________________ ___ 

Regulation violated. ____________________________ _ 

Previous violations:..-_____________________________ _ 

Date of requirement ___________________ _ 

Date of compliance. ____ ._. ------

Date at~·-----------
Expfanation (If appropriate): 

1. Days of· noncompliance. ______ _ 

2. Number of tanrc.J_. -----------------

.:~:: . · · ·o::.:::·::::,::pw ·2:~;£CONOI.tte -8eNEFir: :C0MPoNENT < .. ' 
· .. .. I 

Avoided Expenditures. __________ _ Basis: 
--1~------------------------

Delayed Expenditures. ___________ _ Basis: ---------------------------------
Weighted Tax Rate. _____________ _ 

Source: --------------------------

Interest Rate ______________ _ 
Source:------------------------------

AVOIDED = ~voided + 
COSTS t,:xpendttur .. 

Avoided x lnternt x NumbeD 
Expendltur.. of Days 

365 Day• 

x (1 • Weighted Tax !=late) 

3. Calculated Avoided Cost: _______________ _ 

Page 1 of 3 



DELAYED COSTS • Oelged Expendlturee x lntereat x Number of Om 
365 Daya 

4. Calculated Delayed Cost:. _________ _ 

5. Economic Benefit C_omponent: ________ (carry figure to Une 16). 
(Une 3 + Una 4) 

I 
\ 
I 

Potential for Harm: _____ __.._.......,. Extent of OevlatJon. ____________ _ 

· 6. Matrix Value (MV): ______ _ 

7. Per-tank MV:~-------
(Une 2 x Une 6) 

(from document page 16 or Appendix A) 

(If vk>latk>n is per faciJtty, the amount on Une 7 will 
be the same as the amount on Une 6) 

Percentage x Matrix 
Change V~ue 
(+ or -l 

a Dollar 
Adjustment 
( + or -) Justification for Adiustmem: 

8. Degree of cooperation/ 
noncooperation 

9. Degree of willfulness 
or negligence: 

10. History of 
noncompliance: 

11. Unique factors: 

12. Adjusted Matrix Value 
(Une 7 + Unes 8-11) 

Page 2 of 3 
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OSWER Directive 9610.12 

Level of 
Environmental Sensitivity _______ _ Justfficat!on: 

13. ESM (from document Page 21) ___ _ 

14. DNM (from document Page 21) ___ _ 

Environmental 
GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT = AdjU8ted Matrix Value x SenattJvtty x 

15. Gravity-Based Component: :-------
(Une 12 x Une 13 x Une 14) 

· Multiplier 

Daya of 
Noncompliance 
Multiplier 

II ·pART 6. • JNITIAL PENALlY TARGET FIGURE ,::':''\ '. ' 0: .. •···· . . . . 0 

16. Economic Benefit Component-----
(from Une 5) 

17. Gravity-Based Component. _______ _ 
(from Une 15) 

18. Initial Penalty Target Figure. _______ _ 

(Une 16 + Une 17) 

I 

SIGNATURE ___________________ __ DATE _________ _ 
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APPENDIX C: 

UST PENALTY COMPUTATION EXAMPLES 



Vl:)YVt:M LJirecuve ~ 1 u. 1" 

EXAMPLE 1 I 
BACKGROUND 

Inspection Date: April12, 1990 

Facility Name and OesCriotion: Ed's Gas and Go is a small gas station in a semi-rural part of the county. 
The facility haS 4 tanks, apparently Installed prior to 1965. Judging from the condition of the facility and 
adjacent store, Ed's income appears to be lesS than $50,000 per year. 

VJo!at!ons: During the Inspection. the inspector observed that Ed failed to provide a method of release 
detectJon by the December 22, 1989 deadline, In violatJon of 40 CFR sectiOn 280.40(c). 

Owner/Ooerator Resoonse: Ed claimed no knowtedge of the requirements for release detection. After 
being Informed of methods for meeting the requirement, he indicated that he would use annual tank 
tightness testing and monthly Inventory control, In accordance wfth 40 CFR section 280.41 (a)(2). Ed 
began to conduct adequate monthly inventory control and arranged 'o have his tanks tested within 1 o 
days. 

Previous Actions at Facility: Previously, Ed had been given a warning letter for failure to comply with the 
notlficadon requirements, but had complied upon receipt of the letter. No other previous violations were · 
identlfled. 

Current Status at Site: The Inspector observed that given the age of the tanks, and Ed's previous Inability 
to detect any releases, there was a good chance for a release to occur and go unnoticed for a significant 
length ol time. However, Ed's subsequent tightness tests Indicated that the tanks were tight. The geology 
In the area is fractured shale. There are n:.. drinking water wells or sensJUve wildlife receptors within a S
mile radius of the site. 

PENALTY CALCULA T10N DATA 

VIolation: 40 CFR section 280.40(c) 

o-va of violation: 120 days from date of noncompliance (December 22, 1989) to date of compliance 
(April 22, 1990, which was 1 0 days after the inspection). 

Avoided expenditures: $2.50 per day = $300 for 120 days (estimated cost for labor needed to conduct 
dally inventory control, based on 1/2 hour labor at $5.00 per hour) 

Delayed expendltur .. : $520 x 4 tanks • $2,080, where the average cost for a tank tightness test is $520. 
This Is considered a detayed expenditure because It was necessary to achieve compliance in this time 
frame. 

lnternt rate: 18.1% (the equity discount rate used In the BEN model for 1990). 

Tax rate: 15% (the weighted average tax rate for a facUlty with less than $50,000 annual income). 

[NOTE: The. numbers used to determine avoided and delayed expenditures were chosen for convenience 
only. They do not necessarily represent true costs in any State or Region In the country.] 

C-2 



Assessments for each vi®ltlon should be determined on separate wor1<sheets and totaled. (If more space 
Is needed, attach separate sheet.) · 

Previous violations No +i fr'o; fim 

r~-tk~ i ssi.J~d. 

Date of requirement I Q.(t, 2/s 1 

Date of compliance 11/ Z 2 /11 

1. Days of noncompliance._.:.../~~;::..;0::;..._ __ _ 

Oateofins~.--~~~b~%~/~10~-------
Explanation ,_., appropriate): d Q t1 o f 

cd'I'JI'Ipl/all'fu ,:s 10 dais t:t+"tLr
,-,.,sp~c.ftovt. 

2. Number of tanks. __ ...~,i _____ _ 

Avoided Expenditures :{ 3 00 

Delayed Expenditures $ ~ 0 $0 

Weighted Tax Rate ().IS" (t~i,) 

Interest Rate Q.l ~ l (/ $ ,., ) 

Basis: f> :2. S"O per tria"' -Gv moo;-/c,-,'J 
I J . 

Basis: t 5'02 0 Per ..£., n k -lor ft '1htn t }s -ks-t 

Source: (VI fR .for i11 COWlt. <. t. S"'D, 000 /l(~Y"" 

Source: Bov W?od~( ftt:tvi?J J(sco..,/llr raft) 

AVOIDED :.:: ~voided + 
COSTS ~ndfturea 

Avoided x lntereat x NumbeD 
ExpendHurea of Daye 

365Da~ 

x (1 • Weighted Tax Rate) 

AC ? [ 1:300 + (:/ '300 7C. IS I ._ IZO )] >< [ 1 - .. 15 J := $,21-Q 
'3,5 

3. Calculated Avoided Cost: __ :J.;.....;;.J.;....;...?-....;0;;.__ ___ _ 
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DELAYED COSTS a pelayed ExpendfturM x lntereet X Number of Om 
365 Daye 

DC :: 1a.o~o }( . tg-r 'IC t-ao 
'3(,5'" 

4. Calculated Delayed Cost: I I~ 4 

5. Economic Benefit Component: $ ;3 Cf J../ 
(Une 3 + Une 4) 

(carry figure to Une 16). 

Potential fOf Harm: /YJ a iot' 
J 

6. Matrix VaJue (MV): .J I S"OO 
7. Per-tank f.N: $ ~ OOQ 

(Une 2 x Une 6) 

, .. · .. 

Extent of Oeviat.lon,~...JtY/~Cl~l~..::. 0::..:1" _______ _ 
- ) 

(from document page 16 or Appendix A) 

(Jf violation is per facility, the amount on Une 7 will 
be the same as the amount on Une 6) 

Percentage x Matrix = Dollar 
Change Value Adjustment 
(+or-) (+ or -l Justffication for Adjustment: 

8. Degree of cooperation/ 
Co1r1pli~d et5 rett vt'r~cl.. 

noncooperation 0 .i(;OOO 0 kffowii1J tllSf"tc..h'OVJ . 

9. Degree of willfulness 
Dt'J. "of . ~Oc.oJt'Aj JJ 

or negligence: 0 .$~000 0 v,·o (eo Q r~'fv··,~W\.tVI.+s . 

10. History of w~ ,,,·7. '~ ff-.. u' t'ssv4 
noncompliance: + 5~ $(,000 -+$300 -AJ, pr v ,·u<JS v• ·o I &( -h'CIV'l . 

11. Unique factors: Q $~000 0 

12. Adjusted Matrix Value :$ (p300 
(Une 7 + Unes 8-11) 
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Levef of 
EnvfronmentaJ Sensittvtty tYJ od<oa i /!, 

1~. ESM (from document Page 21),_...;../.;...... S:"---

14. ONM (from document Page 21) /. s= 

~Y'I'Iiiiii.n WN~YV ~IV. I' 

Justfflcat!on: A-n 'f , e I<_~ s e is no -1:-
/i~IIJ +o Wt:.v.e.. ~~~cf ol? "~'"r"'-' 
tlr;,~·,..q-w~kr' sour'~~. p,kl11 h'#l( f-1 
l""p.,cf OYf -111~ ~lltvt'ro"'~"'i: 11Jovfd 
be ......,; ~1m. r, d-Hto ~1"" ../-r-Q.~r~J 
sh4f..L wd..J) CAW1(Jit'G.~tU t'~MeJ.il::l-1-im_ 

Environmental D-va of 
GRAVIlY-BASED COMPONENT = Ad)uated Matrix Value x S.naltlvtty x Noncompliance 

15. Gravity-Based Component: I I 'f I '=f s
(Line 12 x Line 13 x Line 14) 

II .::·: ::: . . 

16. Economic Benefit Component ' 3 q '-1 
(from Une 5) 

17. Gravity-Based Component._.:.$_;_/1~_/...;..1..;;;;5" __ 
(from Line 15) 

18. Initial Penalty Target Figure._~.....:/:....'-1 ___ 5"_,__,;.'1 __ 
(Line 16 + Line 17) 

SIGNATURE. _____________ _ 
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I EXAMPLE 2 I 
BACKGROUND 

Inspection Date: March 20, 1992 

Facility Name and Description: Johnson's Pecromart. located at Prairie View Lane, is one 0t eight facilities 
in a convenience store chain that spans three counties. This facility has a totaJ of 5 USTs, and there are a 
total of 34 USTs at the 8 facilities. Based on an examination of the parent company's tax returns, It was 
determined that the company's taxabte Income was $280,000. 

Violations: During the inspection, the inspector observed that the facUlty had no records of financial 
assurance coverage as required by the April .26, 1991 deadline. Subsequently, the Inspector requested 
records for each of the 8 Johnson faciUties. Upon further investigation, the Inspector determined that the 
owner of the chain, Jack Johnson. had acquired private Insurance (the owner did not quaJify to sett-4nsure) 
for the other 7 facilities. At the remaining fadUty, however, neither the owner nor the operator had obtained 
the required coverage, thereby constituting a vtolation of 40 CFR sectJon 280.93(a). This facility Is among 
the old_est In the Johnson's chain and is operated with 4 bare steel UST systems and one cathodically 
protected UST system. The other 7 tacnltles were opened subsequent to the interim prohibition and 
installed USTs that meet the F9deral design, construction, and Installation requirements. Therefore, 
obtaining insurance for these USTs was easier than tor the facility In violation. The Insurance company 
had indicated that it would be willing to ensure the remaining facility provided that the tanks were retrofitted 
with spiiVoverfiil protection and eathadic ·protection 

Owner/Ocerator Response: Jack Johnson argued that It was the responsibility of the operator to upgrade 
his USTs so as to make them Insurable. The operator of the facility daimed that he lacked the resources 
to L'PQr&de his USTs and believed that the responslbtllty for meeting the FR requirements was the owner's. 
The enforcement staff determined that the owner was aware of his responsibility to insure the USTs at all of 
his facUlties and that only he had the means to do so. The Agency attempted to enter Into. compliance 
negotiations with Jack Johnson, but to no avail. The Agency planned to Issue an administrative complaint 
on July 1, 1992. 

Previous Actions at Facility: Previously, one of the Johnson's facilities had been Issued a warning letter for 
failure to notify the Agency after bringing a new UST into operation. The owner had complied after 
receiving the letter. Three other facilities had been issued warning letters for failure to maintain all of the 
required monitoring records for release d8tection. 

Current Status at Site: At the time of the m~ recent inspection, it was determined that the facility in 
violation of the FR requirements had an adequate method of release detection, and no releases were 
determined to have occurred. The geology in the area of the facility Is clay. The facility is located in a 
semi-residential/commercial area; however, there are no drinking water wells or sensitive wildlife receptors 
within a 3-mile radius of the site. 
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PENALTY CALCULATION DATA 

VIolation: 40 CFR section 280.93{a) 

Daya of violation: 430 days from date of noncompliance (Aprll26, 1991) to date of compliance (which, for 
purposes of assessing the penalty, was determined to be July 1, 1992, to coincide with the date of the 
administrative complaint). 

Avoided expendlturM: $27.40 per day • $11,781 for 430 days (estimated 1nsurar1ce premium, based on 
an annual premium of $2,000 per UST for 5 USTs) 

Delayed expendlturM: $15,000 x 4 • $60,000 (where the average cost for system retrofit Is $15,000). 
This is considered a delayed cost because retroftttlng would enable Johnson's to achleve compliance with 
the financlaJ responsibility requirement 

lnter..t rate: 18.1% (the equity discount rate used In the BEN model for 1990). 

Tax rate: 33% (the weighted average rate for .a facUlty with $280,000 In taxable Income). 

[NOTE: The numbers used to determine avoided and delayed expenditures were chosen for convenience 
only. They do not necessarily represent true costs in any State or Region In the country.) 
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Assessments tor each vto&atJon should be determined on separate worksheets and totaled. (tf more space 
is needed, . attach separate sheet.) 

Company name :1o ht1 <aY' S P~-fn ma r t 
Regulationvtolated 'iO CER s~lfCN'! ~i!O. qs (('()- rt:c ilvr-~ -1-o orcvt'de 

I 

Previous violations Alo-fificti firt(l v/ Q I;,. -l-im (11 r'i)- k#r1'7/,-r.q (e. tt<r-

....:....:,. S.:.Swllue~t:R~;___,r..s'"""l!.l<.<..::~~s~~::...._J.,:d~'"'"'t....:s~~'..J.jnr....~~:'ctY?~.....:v'II:..Jr:...::'o~· h~"~h..:...:'cM~---!..(~I'~&f:....;f-")_----"w~a~r,r!:..!.:J:..L{J.:.!:r-l.:::l.e::..~..f.kL..&..Ir:~~~s:.:.:..s v~d. 
Date of requirement I{ I~ Ct I er I Date of Inspection :3 /;;. 0 l'l:z. 
Date of compliance._--"9-....~./....~.t__.· /.__q"'-=~=---- Explanation (If appropriate): d,. k. of 

co~p f,a~·""~ /s cons ,-cf-t>l"e4 h 
u d .. J.e. c.o,.,p/~;,r: is issv~d. 1. Days of noncompllance. _ _.1~3111(.;0~---

2. Number of tanks $ (or 4 r 
• (on!J -1. n~ el ../o be l"~.fr~-h·+) 

. . . : •... PART 2. ECoNOMIC .BENEFIT COMFtONENT .. 

Avoided Expenditures $ II. f 5 f 
j 

Basis: $,27 J.fO CXI" dvt t/tSvau'Ju. 
I J 

Delayed Expenditures $ ~ 0. 000 Basis: $IS: Wo ,0!~" U51 refra-l;f 

Weighted Tax Rate 0 . 3"3 (33fi) 

Interest Rate 6 . f lQ I ( I '5. I ")o ) 

Source: ((/1" R --lo (' $a 50 I 00 0 i 17 COn1 e 
» 

AVOIDED = ~voided + Avoided x lnterat x NumbeD· 
COSTS E.xpendtturea ExD!ndttur.. · ot Om 

385 D.ya 

X (1 • Weighted Tax Rate) 

3. Calculated Avoided Cost:._---,.::;j~q.L...;::;s_"=/-...:.....1:"~---
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DELAYED COSTS -= Delayed Exp!ndltur• x lnterMt x Number of Om 
385 D-ve 

DC .: 

4. Calculated Delayed Cost: _ _,;;Jz..-:./..~:2..,_ . ....;.1-_9....._1 __ _ 

s. Economic Benefit Component:___.,/--..II:O:;?=::l.~1...,;~~'1-..:.....lii:O;..,.__(cany figure to Une 16). 
(Une 3 + Une 4) 

Potential for Harm: tn o d(C4 fL Extent or Devtatlon._..,rn.:....;..:;a~J-o-.f" _______ _ 

6. Matrix Value (MV): $ 'fSO 

7. Per-tank MV: f> '=I SO 
(Une 2 _l( Une 6) 

II 

(from document page 16 or Appendix A) 

(tt violation Is per facility, the amount on Une 7 will 
be the same as the amount on Une 6) 

·I 
Percentage x Matrix - Dollar 
Change 
<+ or-) 

8. Degree of cooperation/ 
..J- JfO 7(1 noncooperation 

9. Degree of willfulness 
<~-26?o or negligence: 

10. History of 
-t ;(O ?o noncompliance: 

11. Unique factors: 0 

12. Adjusted Matrix Value 
(Une 7 + Unes 8-11) 

Value Adjustment 
l+ or-) 

$'150 1" :1300 

11so -1-- i(gCJ 

1 '1-so .,. 'ts-o 
1!1-S"Q 0 

$135<5 
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Justification for Adlustment: 

Ow nil" 011 w i(liAq -fo 
ll<JotitJ ~ .e~on.sJof co~f,luTcR . 

OeAJYit:r C;Jec.S a ~c;r~ ()f 
(' t:. q v•' l' ~ n't.lllf t: Iff IN:/ 111. hU -fo 
c.o ""'P~. 

Pr~vt'~v5 v t'o (4.. f10YJ 
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Level of 
Environmental SensttMty_...:."..;.;o~w;....._ __ _ 

13. ESM (from document Page 21) __ 1 __ 

14. DNM (from document Page 21)_~---

Justfficatlon: PaknnJ impA.Cf a-f ~ 
l"~{~as~ aYt -rlte ~nl/.'r();'lnt-ew&· 
"' 11 t:R d r, ·, Li14 'I - ..; ~~~~ r s vf(J I ;..e.s 

WD dJ.. ~ wff,( ,., .. (. C/~r 'f .!d i{ 

wuv&l {,';)'l,·f mrar~ fl'm t~'f pt"?'~VGf. 

Environmental 
GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT • Ac:tJu.ted Mmlx Value x Senaltlvtty 

.Muftlpller 

Days of 
x · Noncompliance 

Multiplier 

. 15. Gravtty-Based Component: $ If I tR J-/ 
(Une 12 x Une 13 x Une 14) 

" ·· , ... . · ,.,.. ~ · · .;·. , J 

16. Economic Benefit Component i j;( ~, (3 t:f 0 
(from Une 5) · 

17. Gravity-Based Component .$ 4 I {, 'f · 
(from Une 15) 

18. Initial Penalty Target Figure f ~ ", 53 t 
(Une 16 + Une 17) 

.. .. II 

SIGNATURE DATE. ______ _ 
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._I ___ EXA_M_P_L_E _3 ----a" . 
BACKGROUND 

Inspection Date: N/A 

Facility Name and Description: · Kelly's Kwlk Stop Is a convenience store that recently had Its three USTs 
taken out of operation. Prior to their removaJ, the USTs were operated by the owner of the convenience 
store, Karen Kelly, and owned by Darby Distributors, an oil jobber. The taxable Income of Darby 
Distributors was $400,000 In 1989. · 

Violations: On May 20, 1989, Ms. Kelly reported the presence of petroleum vapors outside of her 
convenience store. The Agency investigated the site and confinned the presence of a petroleum release. 
Ms. Kelly reported that Darby Distributors had removed the 3 USTs located at her place of busineSs on 
March 17, 1989; she was not aware of the requirement to'· nottry the Agency prior to pennanent closure or 
of the requirement to conduct a site assessment. ·Ms. Kelly also C9Uid not Uf whether Darby Distributors· 
had fulfilled these requirements. Upon a review of the Agency's records, It was determined that Darby 
Distributors had failed to notify the Agency of the closure, thereby constftutJng a YiolatJon of 40 CFR section 
280.71. The distributor was also unable to produce records demonstrating compliance with the closure 
site assessment requirements, constituting a violation of 40 CFR sectJon 280.7 4. The distributor also faiJed 
to assess the site for the presence of a release before permanent closure, in violation of 40 CFR section 

. 280. 72(a). 

Owner/Operator Response: When the Agency contacted Darby Distributors, they Indicated that they would 
initiate corrective action only If they, and not Ms. Kelly, were actually responsible for the release. The 
Agency Informed them that as the owner of the USTs formerty In operation at KeJiy's Kwik Stop they as wei 
as Ms. Kelly are responsibl~ for addressing arry release from those USTs. The Agency also informed 
Darby Distributors that administrative orders were being prepared to compel them to clean up the release 
and pay penalties for violations of ttie closure requirements (the Agency was dealing separately with Ms. · · 
Kelly). At that time, the company requested to enter Into negotiations with the Agency in order to establish 
a corrective action schedule and determine the amount of the penalties to be assessed. 

Previous Actions at Facility: There were no previous Incidents of violation at the facility. 

Current Status at Site: Kelly's Kwik Stop is located in a rural part of the county. There are, however, two 
private drinking-water wells within a mile of the facility and several others within 4 miles of the facility. The 
facility is located one-half mile from a river that is used for recreational purposes as well as by various 
wildlife as a source of water. The geology in the area of the site is silt. 
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PENALlY CALCULATION DATA 

VIolation: 40 CFR section 280.71 (a) 

D8Y8 of VIolation: 94 days, from the latest required date of compliance (February 17, 1989) to the actual 
date of compliance (May 20, 1989), where actual compliance is assumed to be colncfdem with Ms. Kelty's 
report to the Agency. 

Avoided expendhurea: Deemed negligible. 

Delayed expendhurM: None. 

lnterMt rate: 18.1% (the equity discoum rate used In the BEN model for 1989). 

Tax rate: 34% (the weighted average rate for a company with taxable Income greater than $340,000). 

PENALTY CALCULATION DATA 

VIolation: 40 CFR section 280.72(a) 

D8Y8 of VIolation: 64 days, from the latest required date of compliance (March 17, 1989) to the actual 
date of compliance (May 20, 1989), where actual compliance is assumed to be coincJdem with Ms. Kelly's 
report to'the Agency. 

Avoided expendhurM: $8,500 x 3 USTs - $25,500 (where the average cost for a slte assessmem at 
ctosure is $8,500 per UST). 

Delayed expendhurM: None • 

. lnterMt rate: 18.1% (the equity dlscoum rate !JS8d In the BEN model for 1989). 

Tax rate: 34% (the weighted average rate for a company wtil taxable Income greater than $340,000). 

PENAL TV CALCUL.ADON DATA 

VIolation: 40 CFR section 280.7 4 

Daya of VIolation: 64 days, from the latest required ~e of compliance (March 17, 1989) to the actual 
date of compliance (May 20, 1989), where actual comptiance II assumed to be coincidem with Ms. Kelly's 
report to the Agency. 

Avoided expendhurM: None. 

Delayed expendhurM: Deemed negligible. 

lnterMt rate: 18.1% (the equtty dlscoum rate used In the BEN model for 1989). 

Tax rate: 34% (the weighted average rate for a company wtth taxable income greater than $340,000). 

[NOTE: The numbers used to determine avoided and delayed expenditures were chosen for convenience 
only. They do not necessarily represent true costs in any State or Region In the country.] 
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Assessments for each vtcXatton should be determined on separate wor1csheets and totaled. (H more space 
Is needed, attach separate sheet.) 

Company name l:t;r"J l:J,Sfr(bu!Qr.s 

Regulation violated :fO Cffl gc6·m c2 ~0. 'f/ (~)- r-ai/v,.~ -l:o 

not;~ · .30 dttyJ :prt'or fo -fanE. closv,.e. 

Previous violations~....:M~o;..,ln~e..-------------------------

Date of requirement 0< / 15"" f [ '1 

Date of compliance 5"(20·' /6 f 
Oatedi~·--AC~/~A~-----------
Exptanation (Jf appropriate): 

1. Days of noncompliance ·,..-! 

2. Number of tanks. __ ~\"""3~-----

.... :.:\:na-~rr2·~ -E- -~..u- iae· · N£FIT . . :~~...-r .. ::· .:;-~:.::: =.•.· _)_:-:-
. .. ··.-:::·::rAn• .· :'\.#-vnv .. n.. :. . ~rw~-J · -I 

Avoided Expenditures Q Basis: C.o~h mr Y/(J f,' I)·'-'=Z IJ'M Y1~1r&,'b&z. 

Delayed Expenditures t£../A Basis: 

Weighted Tax Rate NIA Source: 

Interest Rate Nt1 Source: -
AVOIDED 
COSTS 

= ~voided + 
~ndltur .. 

Avoided x lnternt x NumbeD x (1 • Weighted Tax Rate) 
Expendlturea of Oaya 

365 Daya 

3. Calculated Avoided Cost: __ i_.;;;O ______ _ 
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I UST PENALTY COMPUTATION WORKSHEET 

DELA YEO COSTS = Delayed Expenditures x Interest x Number of Days 
365 Days 

4. Calculated Delayed Cost: { 0 
5. Economic Benefit Component:. __ ~,....:O::;._ ____ {carry figure to Une 16). 

(Une 3 + Une 4) i 
·I 
\ 

PART 3 ·MATRIX VALUE FOR THE GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT 

I 

Potential for Harm: ma. tar 
J 

Extent of Deviation. __ .-#l;..c...;.~=-~""~r: ______ _ 

6. Matrix Value (MV): f /Sl)O 

7. Per-tank MV: fiSt?() 
(Une 2 x Une 6) 

(from document page 16 or Appendix A) 

(if violation is per facility, the amount on Une 7 will 
be the same a5 the amount on Une 6) 

PART 4 ·VIOLATOR-SPECIFIC ADJUSTMENTS TO MATRIX VALUE 

Percentage x Matrix = Dollar 
Change Value Adjustment 
(+ or-) {+ or-} Justification for Adjustment: 

8. Degree of cooperation/ 
O~o~ner tlqv~-tLcl r1~9of>~s.·kdYIS 

..,. 102 .. ~ "'t.5'0 
()" ~ a.f(.e r ~ ::J, wet, l't.L.d. d f 

noncooperation flSOQ ; />o ,.cJ:;,. cd A i.sfn, fl ve c"'-s;:; ~ 

9. Degree of wiiHulness 
+ 1~00 

()uAL.r ~~~, ~d -lrJ ...f-.i:.L , 
or negligence: + '107, 1!£00 1).~ v~,-h.r t~P t:tp~YA -h:J,.. .s 

ijYio,..., t~f /eqv/J'e~,fs 
10. History of 

tv lA noncompliance: 0 1_157)0 (} 

11. Unique factors: 0 I_ 15"42 0 ;VIA 

12. Adjusted Matrix Value i 2~5"0 
(Line 7 + Lines 8-1 1 ) 
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I UST PENALTY COMPUTATION WORKSHEET 

II PART 5 ·GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT 

Level of 
Environmental Sensitivity_...~.II.L-!..(J~h'-----

13. ESM (from document Page 21)_.....;; __ 

14. ONM (from document Page 21) /. 6" 

Environmental 
GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT • Adjusted Matrix Value x Senaltlvlty x 

Multiplier 

15. Gravity-Based Component: .$ {e 9-50 
(line 12 x line 13 x line 14) 

II PART 6 • tNmAL PENALTY TARGET FIGURE 

16. Economic Benefrt Component 0 
(from Line 5) 

17. Gravity-Based Component '(; 750 
(from Line 15) 

18. Initial Penalty Target Figure $ (p ~~0 
(line 16 + Line 17) · 

Days of 
Noncompliance 
Multiplier 

SIGNATURE _____________ _ DATE ___________ _ 

C-15 
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IJ~YYC.n LIIJCI\,1.~ ;;:rg IU, I~ 

Assessments for each vfotatJon should be determined on separate worksheets and totaJed. (If more space 
Is. needed, attach separate sheet.) 

Company name Lk rby l)is1o' bvfoY'S 
Regulation vtolated J.fO c'F(( s«h'ovt Q2 zo. 9-2 (s)- fa; I vr..e i::o 

a ss~ss· ,s;£e af +ani::. clo.suce 

Previous violations._-'AO...L.ll::..:..n:.ller:::._ _____________________ _ 

Date of requirement 3( I 9- /?! q · 

Date of compliance Sf :20 :f S 'f 

1. Days of noncompliance (p J.f 

Datemi~~~N~tA~----------
Explanatlon (If appropriate): 

2. Number of tanks. __ ..;::.:3:;._ ____ _ 

II · .•. ·· II PART 2 • ECONOMIC BENEFlT COMPONENT · ... . 

Avoided Expenditures i ~6, 57)0 Basis: 

Delayed Expenditures_.;..;V.;....;..,~;(,A...:.-__ 

Weighted Tax Rate 0. 3 i ( 3 't dJC)) 

Interest Rate 0 . 1~1 {/~.I 7o L 

Bas~: -------------------------
Source: trl1R be r'llconu. > .i ;:53£ 000 

Source: 8£A) made( {~f"'*r efts ror..n-f ra1i) 

AVOIDED = ~voided + Avoided x Interest x NumbeD 
COSTS ExpendHurea ExpendHur.. of Cava 

3850.ya 

x (1 • Wei$Jhted Tax Rate) 

3. Calculated Avoided Cost: $ I 9; 3G Jf 
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I UST PENALTY COMPUTATION WORKSHEET 

DELA YEO COSTS = Delayed Expenditures x Interest x Number of D•v• 
365 D•ys 

4. Calculated Delayed Cost: ___ --llo:O::;__ ____ _ 

OSWER Directive 9610.12 

5. Economic Benefit Component:_..:..¢ ..... 1;....:?.~.-,.,...~.~.3...~o~Gz~'-l-'---<cany figure to Une 16). 
(Une 3 + Une 4) 

PART 3 • MATRIX VALUE FOR THE GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT 

I 

Potential for Harm: ma'to( 
J 

Extent of Deviation. __ ..;..tn.:..;..::'?JL.fi.::;.o.,~.( _______ _ 

6. Matrix Value (MV): It Soo 
7. Per-tank MV: ;/ (o 000 

(Une 2 x Une 6) 

(from document page 16 or Appendix A) 

(if violation is per facility, the amount on Une 7 will. 
be the same as the amount on Une 6) 

PART 4 ·VIOLATOR-SPECIFIC ADJUSTMENTS TO MATRIX VALUE 

Percentage x Matrix = 
Change Value 
(+ or-) 

8. Degree of cooperation/ 

+ 10 '(J noncooperation ikOOO 

9. Degree of willfulness 

tto?" 1 c,ooo or negligence: ~ 

10. History of 
noncompliance: 0 tt {QQOO 

11. Unique factors: .I foOOO 

12. Adjusted Matrix Value 
(Line 7 + Lines 8-11) 

C-17 

Dollar 
Adjustment 
(+ or-) 

; ftpQO 

+~oo 

() 

0 

i.t'f.OOO 

Justification for Adjustment: 
Ow11er f"#f/1/Lskd. ne.qoh4ffJ·ovrs 
"" I '1 a. fi'CL I' be i~t-q Jr!/ ~ 'I'U. d of 
;~,.,d~~ o.cf,.{ni:S~+t~ oreh.-s 

O-,J N-r AfJP~~,.d --h -t-.u 
lUI v~ ~ q~ of tJ~ n ~,.; 
f(JI"'ld,... 11-t..t ;,t "'fv,'ren't-Ufk. 

IV/A 

NIA 



Level of 
Environmental SensitMty f6 if h 

13 • . ESM (from document Page 21) ..2. 

14. DNM (from document Page 21) __ 1 __ 

Envlronmenbll 
GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT • AdJusted Matrix Value x Senettlvtty 

Multiplier 

15. Gravity-Based Componerri: $ /~ 000 
(Une 12 x Une 13 x Une 14) 

·:··.:·:·:::. 

16. Economic Benefit Component $ I 9. 3 ~ J.f 
(from Une 5) 

17. Gravity-Based Component t I~' 000 
(from Une 15) 

18. Initial Penalty Target Figure f '3 6', '3 w 4 
(Une 16 + l.ine 17) 

D. of 
x Noncompllanc. 

Multiplier 

SIGNATURE _____________ _ DATE. ______ _ 
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Assessments for each violation should be detennlned on separate worksheets and totaled. (If more space 
is needed, attach separate sheet.) 

~ ~;,~~~~~~j~~~~-~~~~~~~,~~~~-1 
Company name l& rbJ z:>,: Sfti b vfo ,-s 

Regulation vlotated tfO CFR s,ccb'tlQ ~$0. 9lf- F'1i/C/re Po 

n1(iird"6 U! f'-carcls cap" bu d d<mQ'Y!s-trr,ti/Jj camf?kaYic:.e. 

Previous violatlons:-.... N"'-K.o::o~n~~;..._---------------------

Date of requlrement._....::3~{1....."-/ ..~-:t..._f.....~a-~q..._ __ 

Date of compllance._..::::~;...L/-=:;t;.;.;O~f_.~'-q"-----
1. Days of noncompllance. _ __;{,;;.._..;,J.f __ _ 

2. Number of tanks._ ....... __;~;;_;..- ----

II 

Avoided Expenditures f\1 fA 
Delayed Expenditures __ ...:O;.._ __ _ 

Date of lnspectJon _ _.4"""'/'-'(A~""-"------
Explanatlon (If appropriate): 

Basis: ·-------------------------
Basis: Cost a f r'cord k&fn':J 11~j f,j ; bU.. 

Weighted Tax Rate t!/A- Source:----------------------

Interest Rate N (A 

AVOIDED = f'Avolded + 
COSTS ~ndlturea 

Soorce: ______________________ _ 

Avoided x lnterMt x NumbeD 
Expenditures ot Day• 

3&5 Oaya 

x (1 • Weighted Tax Rate) 

3. Calculated Avoided Cost:. __ ~i--.~..0.::..... ______ _ 
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DELAYED COSTS • Delay!d Exp!ndllur!! x lnttreet X Number of Om 
3650. 

4. Calculated Delayed cost:. __ .l--'-0'------
s. Economic Benefit Component:._..:::z/~o'--____ (cany figure to Une 16). 

(Une 3 + Une 4) 

Potential for Harm: rY14) 0 r 
.) 

6. Matrix Val~ (MV): f /5l2 0 

1. Per-tank MV: i I fLO 0 
(Une 2 x une 6) 

Extent o1 DeviatJon'-__..tn---.:q~;,_.i oo;;.,;r-_________ _ 

(from document page 16 or Appendix A) 

(If vtolation Is per facWty, the amount on Une 7 will 
be the same as the amount on Una 6) 

···. :,, 
Percentage x Matrix • Dollar 
Change 
(+or-) 

8. Degree of cooperation/ 
noncooperation · + f0'2a 

9. Degree of willfulness 
... ':fa?. or negligence: 

10. H'istory of 
noncompliance: Q 

11. Unique factors: 0 

12. Adjusted Matrix Value 
(Une 7 + Unes 8-11} 

Value Adjustmem 
(+ or-) 

'/!,15b D +$1ST) 

il~Q ~ 1 ~CQ 

~t5Z)O 0 

it5TXJ 0 

.k~25'0 

C-20 

Justification for Adjustment: 
(.)(A) Yt e ,. "~'I v..e ~'tl d Yl q o f, ~ h · dYi.S 
on fA., c,. ~.,. bei If. q IV~ ,,af. of 
iM fX Y1 d iJ ~ tf I'Y1 i ,./s+,.. M ~~~ 0 tr:i.LYS 

O~tU~e~ pffN:~r~d fr. -fs. Le. 
~ tlv G 11 -ht. q-t. of o/)~ f'7f -h:. r ;, 
'jno YDn~ af l<'fvil'.eWVZI1ts . 

!VIA 

A!( A 



Level of 
Environmental Sensitlvtty f6 f/, 
13. ESM (from document Page 21)_..2.~--

14. DNM (from document Page 21)_ .... 1 __ 

Daya of Envfronmentlll 
GRAV1TY·BASED COMPONENT • AdJU8ted Mmtx Value x Senetttvtty 

Multiplier 
x Noncompliance 

15. Gravity-Based Componerit: $ tf6'Q() 
(Une 12 x Une 13 x Une 14) 

I : .. 
16. Economic Benefit Component __ $.....::;.0 __ _ 

(from Une 5) 

11. Gravity-Based component ' lf £00 
(from Une 1 5) 

18. Initial Penalty Target Figure i t{ 0'6 0 
(Una 16 + Une 17) 

Multiplier 

Tb-h..f :&11i-h·~( p~,,.f+:J T~r'f~f ~r De.r'J (Jts~ihv-fors: 
- Vlo fC< fi'(!'l'l 11- I ..,.. v·,'o 14\. n'eN"l ;# 2. + 1./r'O (-. h'O'I) ~-3 

= J(p '1SO f $ 35", '3~1-1 + :J ~5"00 = :f> .Lf{p ~I~ 

:,, .·1 

SIGNATURE. ____________ _ DATE _____ _ 
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I EXAMPLE 4 I 
BACKGROUND 

Inspection Date: December 15, 1991 

Facility Name and Description: Jerry's Gas and Grocery is a medlum-slzed facility In a commercial section 
of town. The facility has 4 USTs, 3 at which W8f8 Installed In 1968 and one In 1989. It was estimated that 
the company's taxable income was $70,000 in 1990. 

Violations: On October 16, 1991, the Agency dilcoYered that Jerry's Gas and Grocery had a release. At 
the time of the release, an adequate method~ retease detection was not In use at the facility, consattuting 
a violation of 40 CFR section 280.40(c) for the 3 tanka lnstatled In 1968. The Agency sent written 
notification (after Informing the owner of the release by telephone) of the release to the facility and 
requested, among other things, that the facility report E~Yiqence of financial responsibiiJty wtthln 30 days. 
While conductJng a file review on December 15, the com~ staff observed that the facility had failed to 
report this evidence, in violadon of40 CFR S8CUon 280.106(a)(1). A stte Inspection conducted on this date 
indicated that an adequate method of release detection was sUU not In use. 

Owner/Ooerator Response: When notffled of these vioCatlons, the owner submitted evidence that he had 
acquired a letter of credit from a bank to meet the FA requirement and began to conduct inventory control 
and daily monitoring immediately, and arrar1ged tor tank tightness tests. The owner, however, had failed to 
initiate corrective actions (beyond the Initial abatement measures) for lack of funds. The owner's failure to 

. report his financial assurance nlechanism within the required time period, therefore, detayed the contacting 
of the bank and the collection of funds with which to initiate correctJve action. 

Previous Actions at Facility: In 1989, the facility was assessed penalties for fafJure to notify the Agency of 
the new UST installation. 

Current Status at Site: Because an adequate method of relaae detection was not in operation, the . 
release went undetected tor a matter of months. The geology In the area ~ the facUlty is fractured shale. · 
The facility is located In a commercial area There are no drtnldng water wells or sensitive wildlife receptors 
within a S-mile radius of the site. 

PENALTY CALCULADON DATA 

Violation: 40 CFR section 280.40(c} 

Days of violation: 358 days, from the latest required date at compliance (December 22, 1990) to the 
actual date of compliance (December 15, 1991). 

Avoided expendlturea: $2455 total • $895 labor for 358 days, at $2.50 per day (estimated cost for labor 
needed to conduct daily Inventory control based on 1/2 hour labor at $5.00 per hour) + $1560 for 
tightness testing for 3 tanks (where the average cost tor tank tightness testing Is $520 per tank). 

Del~ed expendlturea: None. 

lnterm rate: 18.1% (the equity discount rate used In the BEN model for 1991). 

Tax rate: 18% (the weighted average rate for a company with taxable income of $70,000). 
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PENALTY CALCULATION DATA 

VIolation: 40 CFR section 280.106(a)(1) 

Daya ot VIolation: 30 days from the latest required date of compliance (November 15, 1991) to the actual 
date ot compliance (December 15, 1991). 

Avoided expendlturM: $8219 • Amount of Interest avoided on $1,000,000 letter m credit because ot 
failure to provide the Agency with evidence of financial responsibility (based on 30 days m Interest at 10%, 
the rate charged by Jerry's bank for letter of credit drawdown). 

Delayed upendlturM: None. 

lntereat rate: 18.1% (the equity discount rate used In the BEN mOdel for 1990 and 1991). 

Tax rate: 18% (the weighted average rate for a company with taxable Income of $70,000). 

[NOTE: The numbers used to determine avoided and delayed expenditures were chosen for convenience 
only. They do not necessarily represent true costs in any State or Region in the country.) 
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Assessments for each viofatlon should be determined on separate worksheets and totaled. (If more space 
Is needed, attach separate ·sheet) 

Company name J(:r('( S Oas 4 6 roar:y 

fqi/ur< fa Regulation violated If() CER .<;f:cb'cz(J · 02$0. ~0 (q )(i) -

h4rG r~(<q5~ d~ kc./,'m b.y campl/gnl.t.. dd:g. frz/22./16). 

Previous violations Na:h'fice b'M 

..fa ; Wr<- :fp na fi':J of 

Date of requirement 112./2 2./qo 
Date of compliance I a Its- I q( 

1. Days of noncompliance 35$ 

( rq s-1) - r:xntt /o'~s q sse s s<d -kc 
I 

Date of inspection I~ U ?"" (q I 

Explanation (If appropriate): 

-:~: ~ 2. Number of tanks. __ lf.:..-.~.G..l::o;;..r~.J;..,_l'---- ( oJI'll '1 :3 -1-r:t ,~s r~t(v/'~ l"t:.l<'t:tS e. 

d~-1/x-h'tMJ. 

II · .. PART 2 ;;. ·ECONOMIC BENEFIT coMPoN£Nr, .. . ... ·:; .. •.·.·· 

Avoided Expenditures $ ;:;, .t.{ 5S-

. ~ 

Delayed Expenditures.---::N...;...;.:/ A;...;._ __ _ Basis: ---:IV...;..;.(,;...:A~------------
Weighted Tax Rate 0. I fS ( I~ ?o ) Source: tn1R lor i~Gom~ ~ $Cj() OOQ • 
Interest Rate Q./~1 (1'0. I?.) Source: Be-JJ rnodd fttt(.,A'fy disco<J~f- rt:~1z) 

AVOIDED = ~voided + Avoided x lnterHt x NumbeD 
COSTS ExpendHurea ExoendHurea of Days 

385 Daya 

X (1 • Weighted Tax Rate) 

3. Calculated Avoided Cost: i 0{3 -:f-0 
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OSWER Dlrec:.1ive 9610.12 

DELAYED COSTS -= Delft!d Expendlturea x lnter!!t x Number of Dm 
3&5 Daya 

4. Calculated Delayed Cost:. __ .....::::;O _____ _ 

5. Economic Benefit Component: f~ '3 J: 0 \ (cany figure to Une 16). 
I 

(Line· 3 + Une 4) 

Potential for Harm:._.t..:.tfl~'S::L.j'tu..au.( ___ _ Extent at Oeviatlon._--4.JtY/t..:..ll:lo.,t..Ji;..::;o;..:.r _______ _ 

6. Matrix Value (MV): !/ l57) 0 

7. Per-tank MV: f J-/~00 
(Une 2 x Une 6) 

(from document page 16 or Appendix A) 

(if violation Is per facUlty, the amount on Une 7 will 
be the same a the amount on Une 6) 

,, _.· PART 4 .·viOiAroA$£CifiC ADJUS1MENTS TO·MATRDC"VALUE. : .. 

Percenrage x Matrix - Dolar 
Change Value Adjultment 
{+or -l ' + 2!: -l Justification for Adjustment: 

8. Degree of cooperation/ 
tompli·~d (15 ~eqf//r~d 

noncooperation 0 4Lf57JO 0 k!l().,.) ;5 no.fi n·c~ f,· CN1. 

9. Degree of willfulness 
tJIA or negligence: 0 .:f.. Lf5:PO Q 

10. History of 
+-1(350 

Pr£ ¥t'ovs v /o I~ -11· t:1Y1 

noncompliance: + 3o?o .:/'157)0 i Y'l vofviJ IX na 1-li.eS. 

11. Unique factors: Q 1- 'i 5"00 0 

12. Adjusted Matrix Value $5''550 
(Une 7 + Unes 8-11) 
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I UST PENALTY COMPUTATION WORKSHEET I 
PART 5 ·GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT II 

level of 
• Environmental Sensitivity tYiad.e r~ 

13. ESM (from documem Page 21) /. (; 

Justification: 'Kel<14~ I:J lttJ7 /,kh.i -ID tt~~ 
; ;r10 p•ci-- 4)1 1 ~,.. d CJr .Sv r+c J&.. w411l 'b "· 
Ptrt.~,;..,..'...l ,.,.,..p~r d)'\ ~ ~VIv,.,,VftL.l"'+ 
iS f1111·~~·~J1 A-f#tov1/,. po-1-t*M-f-t•J 
h~<~ ~U;(J-h"s &tf4- p~ ~. 
'Fn.c..~d sJi~ l.,/4vt.l ca~plt&..t b. 
r~~,-,. .f;·tM. 

14. DNM (from document Page 21) :;. ~ 

GRAVITY-BASED COMPONENT 

15. Gravity-Based Component: 
(Une 12 x Une 13 x Une 14) 

Environment•! 
= AdJu.ted M.-rlx V•lue · x S...ltlvlty 

Multiplier 

PART 6· • INmAL PENAllY TARGET FIGURE 

16. Economic Benefit Component I 2 '3 '1:0 
(from Une 5) 

17. Gravity-Based Componem.___.t ..... ::J"""""'-~1,,_. _1,_'3........,'1f"'--
(from Une 15) 

18. Initial Penalty Target Figure...--:.#_'2c....:~:.,., ~3=0~ezf=---
(Une 16 + Une 17) 

O~aof 
x Noncompll•nce 

Multiplier 

SIGNATURE --------------------------------- DATE ______________________ _ 
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Assessments for each vlolatJon should be determlnad on separate worksheets and totaled. (Jf more space 
Is needed, attach separate sheet.) 

Company name · .](: rn1 's Oa s f 6 ro Cll :J 
Regulation violated J.fO t;ER S(.cfi'(!(l 92SO. /0(; (a)(,)- fa i(v~e -to 

fG ()Q r t t. vi cf.t.n a rrf .fz'n an'' 4 I q S& u ca nc.e, w ;.ff,·, 30 

Previous violattons 4/Q b' /i CA 6 '11(3 ft !f $1 ) - ne a a ({, '-? s a )t; ( SS ed 
I 

.foe -ffl i lvre fp nab' f:y of t!<eJ U9L iMf;. 1/gffd(l. 
I 

Date of requirement tl Its/ q{ Date of lnspec:tion I Q) Us- feu 

Date of compliance , ___ I r I) I q I Explanation (If appropriate): 

1. Days of noncompliance. __ 3..-0;.._ __ 

2. Number ' ·f tanks. __ _.J../~....... ___ _ 

Avoided Expenditures 

Delayed Expendttures. __ O ___ _ 

Weighted Tax Rate 0. (~ (t~ ~o) 
Interest Rate 0 · /'51 ( e~. ( ?, ) 

Avoid~ci il'l./t:r~se. -/11Af .voJJ h .. ~· ban 
Basis: pA ;d tfl.1 3/, ~ 000 {qkr ,.f v~d;f {z)r .3CJJ 

Basis: &~a ,. ~trtt. 
Source: f11TR .be it1com~ of 1'1-o, ()00 

source: fiE.N h1odd t~rl.;f·t-r dt'cce>vl'lt. re:?tt) 

AVOIDED = ~voided + 
COSTS ~H~ 

Avoided x lnterMt x NumbeD 
Exp!ndHur.. of Dav• 

3&5 Days 

x (1 • Weighted Tax Rate) 

3. Calculated Avoided Cost:. _ ___;$---=:0....;~;...J.f~O---~ 
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I;; l1Ji!l?'l~i~~w;Sr40\t~~~~#~~~~l~,~-tf+;B!lff~l!l!·l 
I 

DELAYED COSTS • Pelged Expendltuf!! x lnterMt x Number of Om 
3e5Daya 

4. Calculated Delayed Cost:. __ ---~,Q"""'------

5. Economic Benefit Component: .f (, g Jf 0 · (carry figure to Une 1 S). 
(Une 3 + Une 4) 

Potentiat for Harm: mode r <(£ 

6. Matrix Value (MV): $ 150 
7. Per-tank MV: .J 950 

(Une 2 x Une 6) 

~ · p ••• • • • •• : ••• 

.\ 
\ 

Extent of Oeviation.~~tn~q"+i.x;O..;.t" ______ _ 
- j 

(from document page 16 or Appendix A) 

(If violation is per facllty, the amount on Une 7 will 
be the same as the amount on Une 6) 

. .. · .. : 

Percentage x Matrix - Dollar 
Change 
(+ or -l 

8. Degree of cooperation/ 
noncooperation 0 

9. Degree of willfulness 
or negligence: Q 

10. History of 
+ 30/o noncompliance: 

11. Unique factors: 0 

12. Adjusted Matrix Value 
(Une 7 + Unes 8-11) 

Value Adjustment 
(+ or -l 

$1-SD 0 

f '157) Q 

i 'f.S..O ~~s-

$1-so 0 

-1 C(l_~ 

C-28 

Justification for Adjustment: 

C,onotp ll"ed a .s ,.~q ~.~,-r.ec.( 
k;tf O(A) ''J nofi A·ct::t l-icN7 

Nf/t 

Pr~ ~,·tJ,.,5 v1'~{~ -h'eN1 
·;,-, volvt'":J ~n~ {/,"..e.£ 



15. Gravity-Based Component: $ I 'i tR ;L 
(Une 12 x Une 13 x Une 14) 

16. Economic Benefit Component $ lo B40 
(from Une 5) 

17. Gravity-Based Component $ I "-/ (, :2.. 
(from Une 15) 

18. Initial Penalty Target Figure f 5"30 ~ 
(Une 16 + Une 17) 

~WER DirectiVe 9610.12 

lo+...i :rn;-f>·J P~n~<.-(') T(;(r-l(:+ -/Dr :J<:rr:;s ~s 1 cs~~ 
-= Vr'o(~--h'O'I' -#-t -r t/iol~.:fi0'11 .::#-;;_ 

- :! ~ 4, 30S --+ $ (5 3 0 c:L 

== :$3d.,(pl0 

SIGNATURE DATE. _____ _ 
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I EXAMPLE 5 I 
BACKGROUND 

lnsoecilon Date: January 8, 1990 

Facility Name and Description: The Mammoth 011 facUity located at 345 Pine Street has 5 USTs and is 
owned and operated by Mammoth ou Company, a national petroleum rnarxatar with taxable tncome over 
$335,000. 

Violations: Upon Inspection of the facility, the Agency discovered that 2 new bare steei .USTs were 
Installed on November 15, 1989 without cathodic protection. This omi8sion constttuted a vtolatlon of 40 
CFR section 280.20(a)(2)(iQ. The tanks failed to meet the performance 8l8ndards speclled In section 
280.20(a)(2)(10, or any of the codes or standards outlined by the regulations as acceptable for compll8nce. 

Owner/Operator ResDQ!!S8: When notified of the violation, the company's attorneys asked to enter Into 
negotJatJons to detennlne the schedule and terms of compliance, as wetl as any penaltJes that might be 
~esaed. The result of the negotiations was a CQnSeOt order In which the owner agreed to Install property 
designed cathodic protection (in accordance wfth the National Association of Corrosion Engineers 
Standard AP-02-85) and pay the penaJty by March 1, 1990. 

Previous Actions at Facility: The faciUty was Issued a notice of violation In 1987 for failure to notify the 
Agency of a new UST installation. In 1988, the company was Issued two administratJve orders, one 
compelling remediation of a release and the other SS-Cl9SSing penalties for failure to report the release to 
theAgency. · 

Currern Status at Site: At the time of the lnspectJon, the facility was conducting a method of release 
detection In accordance with the requirements. The Agency det~lned that It was l.rikely that there w~ 
a ~ at the present time. The geology In the area of the facUlty is gravel. The facility is located In an 
un;,an residential area. There are no drinking water wens or aensmve wildlife receptors within a 3-mile 
,...otthearaa 

PENALTY CALCULATION DATA 

VIolation: 40 CFR section 280.20(a)(2WO 

Days of violation: 1 05 days, from the required date of compliance (November 15, 1989) to the actual date 
of compliance (March 1, 1990). 

Avoided expenditures: None. 

Delayed expendlturea: $3,050 x 2 USTs = $6,100 (where the average cost for installation of a cathodic 
protection system is $3,050 per UST). 

lnt..-..t rate: 18.1% (the equity discount rate used in the BEN model for 1990). 

Tax rate: 34% (the weighted average rate for a company with taxable income of $335,000). 

[NOTE: The numbers used to datennine avoided and delayed expenditures were chosen for convenience 
only. They do not necessarily represent true costs in any State or Region in the country.] 
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Assessments for each violation shouJd be detennined on separate woc1<sheets and totaJed. (If more space 
is needed, attach separate sheet.) 

wt«f 

Previous violations 'R ~ k~ sc /It a H. fi cq ti dV1 fer tp 1-) - +wo adN? /(? /sfr;r fi ~ 
order-s iSS r1ed &ot!- k co""'fii! l cl-ew n.vP ~ ®<== fp q s.sas pef'la.ih·~s) 

Date of requirement (( (,£ In Date a inspectlon. __ I..;..~.:;.B'"""'! ..... r~o ____ _ 
Date of compliance "J:>( I f 10 Explanation (If appropriate): 

1. Days of noncompliance I 0 s-
2. Number of tanks. __ ~o~::P2-...._ _ __,.. __ _ 

II 

Avoided Expenditures.--J.tJ..:...I.,j;!l't,..~. __ _ 

Delayed ExpendJtures .i ~ I 00 

Weighted Tax Rate 0. 3:f { 3 Jf ?., ) 
Interest Rate 0 .I f5 l ( 15. I '79 ) 

Basis: --------------------------
Basis: ~osf me cgtl, #tc ~roi&c-h'C!Vl 

I 

Source: n1TR lor /n"'~ > /3'3£ ~()0 
Source: BeAJ rY'Iodt,l r~((Vttr cl/s C{)vl"'t coi:i.) 

AVOIDED = ~voided . + 
COSTS t_:xpendlturM 

Avoided x lntereat x NumbeD 
ExeendlturM. of Om 

3650. 

x (1 • Weighted Tax Rate) 

3. Calculated Avoided Cost: __ L...<::-------
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DELA YEO COSTS • Delged Expendltur.. x lntereet x Number of Om 
3HDaya 

~ &lOO 't . l~f ¥" fOr.;} 

~(#tr 

4. CalcuJated Delayed Cost: i :3 IS 

5. Economic Benefit Component: $ '3 I~ 
(Une 3 + Une 4) 

I 
i 
I. 

(cany flgtn to Une 16). · 

Potential for Harm: m 0 dt:. C/1 1:.c 

e. Matrix Value (MV): i s-oo 
Extent of Deviation medeo~ fe 

(from document page 16 or Appendix A) 

7. Per-tank MV: j I 0 0 0 
(Una 2 x Une 6) 

(if violation Is per facility, the amount on Une 1 will 
be the same as the amount on Une 6) 

Percentage x Matrix - Doflar 
Change Value ~ 

\. 

·• ... .. , 
(+ or-) C+ or-> Justificatio!J for Adjustment: 

~mfJA") a1"~~(J 1lD ~vt Qf' ,·/1+-e, 
8. Degree of cooperation/ YI-!Jo n h'M s. ";,t;R .(JJ ~,a I 'J 

D 4./000 noncooperation Q. 
~ ~ n·unA.) 1"'1"" r4J.e,s, CoMP~:.J 

9. Degree of willfulness 
.f- 50 'Jo $/000 ~-lsoo ll.)o~ J.t,.W!. ix.eYr AW~r~ of 

or negligence: -#1~ ,~ 'fl/l·t'~wt e~ fs 

10. History of 
-t'SD?~ +15:Qo 'Pr~ y,·"._..~ ~~~~(11. n·tftl1 w ; ft-t -ft..J () 

noncompliance: 1LQQQ fA c£,.., ; .-, i:S~ +; v-e o nd.Lra 

11. Unique factors: Q $/000 0 tJ(A 

12. Adjusted Matrix Value iel.OOO 
(Une 7 ± Unes 8-11) 
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II 

Level of 
Environmental Sensltivity_uW1;.uaouJ;g,1.""''""t..wdi;QoL __ 

13. ESM (from document Page 21)__,;./_. $""-.__ 

14. DNM (from document Page 21) /. 5 

OSWER Directive 9610.12 

Justtflcat!on: 1i c.llrr'f /s loa:rticP i,., 
tl' slti.t,.f,~ ~re'IA. wi..H, no 11~t:<rh'l 
clnnf .. i~- ~~~"f:iy vL../Is or IIV,·tdtl-k 
rt.ce.fJf:>rs . #ow.ev~~~ /f ~vel w,c.Ac:R 
~rMrf Wft'Jr~-h'tN1 0~ i'~UIII sed 
pf?)d vc:f-. 

Environmental 
GRAVITY~BASEO COMPONENT = AdJusted Matrix Value x Senaltlvlty 

Multiplier 

D.y. of 
x Noncompliance 

MultJpller 

15. Gravity-Based Component: $ tfSPQ 
(Line 12 x Line 13 x Line 14) 

... 
:-:. ,· · .-· .·:··. ' 

16. Economic Benefrt Component $ '3 f ~ 
(from Line 5) 

17. Gravity-Based Component $ tf SOO 
(from Line 15) 

18. Initial Penalty Target Figure $ Lf B f <"zf 
(Line 16 + Line 17) 

SIGNATURE DATE_· _____ _ 
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